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FROM THE DESK of PRESIDENT CORDANO

Dear Friends,

Gallaudet continues to be on the move and increasing its impact and reach. The annual Honor Roll of Donors offers me a wonderful opportunity to express my gratitude to each and every donor who has given so generously over the past year to support our momentum.

We continue to strive to be a community where everyone feels they belong and where we create equitable experiences respecting the humanity of every member of our community. As a University, we are deepening our knowledge about the journey of our richly diverse and multicultural deaf community.

Since you received last year’s Honor Roll of Donors, Gallaudet took a significant step to right a past injustice as the University conferred high school diplomas to 24 Black Deaf students who attended the segregated Kendall School Division II in the early 1950s. Before the graduation ceremony held on July 22, 2023, the students had never received their diplomas, instead they received “certificates” because they were Black. Gallaudet and the Board of Trustees gave a public apology for the grave injustice that was committed against those 24 students and we proclaimed July 22 as “Kendall 24 Day.”

The story behind Kendall School Division II is of a mother who led the fight for educational justice for her Black Deaf son and for all Black Deaf children during segregation. This story is at the heart of our new fundraising campaign, the Necessity of Now (NOW). NOW will fund the redesign of the landscape in front of the Kellogg Conference Hotel to create outdoor learning spaces and an experiential journey in sharing the history, culture, and achievements of our Black Deaf community. This restorative and healing space will be dedicated as the Louise B. Miller Pathways and Gardens: A Legacy to Black Deaf Children. The NOW campaign also includes funding for programming and research at our Center for Black Deaf Studies and student scholarships. Visit gu.live/NOW to learn more and to make a gift.

Last fall, we launched Nuestra Casa, focused on Latine Deaf Studies, continuing our quest to keep expanding the reach of our knowledge and research to reveal the full tapestry of our deaf and signing communities. Our Schuchman Deaf Documentary Center also continues to share and develop stories about our community. The center’s latest work focuses on the deaf community in New York City.

Our beacon, the Gallaudet Promise, Excellence in Learning and Discovery, our 10-year vision for creating a more sustainable and vibrant life experience for deaf, hard of hearing, and deaf blind people, is shining brightly. We have completed nearly 90% of our plans for Phase One, and are moving into Phase Two. Phase One concentrated on equity and inclusive excellence, our bilingual mission, academic reimagining, and forging new connections with our neighboring communities. As we enter into Phase Two, we will deepen our quest for excellence in learning and discovery by demonstrating academic excellence in bilingual teaching and learning, providing a top-notch student experience, assuring that all deaf people thrive throughout the lifespan, and taking care of our home and people both in our physical and digital campus environments. Learn more at gu.live/promise.

We look forward to continuing our partnership with you to grow Gallaudet’s impact and success in the years ahead.

Gratefully yours,

Robert J. Cordano
President
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GALLAUDET LAUNCHES NECESSITY OF NOW FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN

Gallaudet University officially launched its Necessity of Now (NOW) fundraising campaign during Homecoming in October 2023. NOW spotlights the history, culture, and achievements of Black Deaf people who continue to face barriers with educational success and employment opportunities.

The campaign supports educational equity and inclusion by funding an outdoor equitable learning space called the Louise B. Miller Pathways and Gardens: A Legacy to Black Deaf Children, student scholarships, and programming and research at the university’s Center for Black Deaf Studies (CBDS).

The fundraising goal is $23 million, with $13 million designated for the Pathways and Gardens, and $10 million for student scholarships and CBDS. As of the end of 2023, $8.2 million has been raised.

“We need to let the world know about Louise B. Miller and her fight for Black Deaf education. She is a ‘shero’ we need to recognize,” said Evon J. Black, ’87 & G-’96, co-director of CBDS.

NOW honors the enduring impact of Mrs. Miller, who fought for educational justice for Black Deaf children during segregation. In the 1940s, Mrs. Miller’s eldest son, Kenneth, was denied entry into Kendall School, their local school for the Deaf on Gallaudet’s campus, because he was Black. At that time, Black Deaf children in Washington, D.C., were forced to attend school far away from home, in places such as Baltimore or Philadelphia.

For six long years, Mrs. Miller did everything in her power to give Kenneth the education he deserved close to home. Her efforts began with letters and meetings and culminated in two lawsuits filed with fellow parents of Black Deaf children against the District of Columbia Board of Education. The second lawsuit was successful on July 3, 1952 and the ruling meant that Black Deaf children in D.C. had the right to be educated within the District. Shortly afterward, segregated classrooms were set up for Black Deaf students in the Peikoff Alumni House (“Ole Jim”) until a separate school building for Black Deaf students could be built. In late September 1952, the Kendall School Division II for Negroes was built next door, separate from the Kendall School which served white Deaf children.

Even though Kenneth and other Black Deaf children now had a local school to attend, the students had fewer resources than the white Deaf students and the school building itself was inferior. Mrs. Miller continued to advocate on behalf of her son and his fellow students when she discovered these inequities.

Two years after Kendall School Division II opened, the Supreme Court ruled in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka that school segregation was illegal. Mrs. Miller’s lawsuit was an important precursor to that monumental decision.

“We are standing on the shoulders of Mrs. Miller and the students from Kendall School Division II,” said Black. “The world needs to know that Black Deaf people have contributed to the larger landscape of civil rights in America. We are creating new narratives that recognize our contributions and advancements. We are moving from sorrow to beauty, from grief and pain to resilience.”

The campaign is led by the university’s first Executive Director of Institutional Advancement who is Deaf, Nicholas Kiego, ’09, and a Deaf-led fundraising team.

“This campaign is inspired by a mother’s love,” Kiego said. “The outdoor learning space recognizes the Black Deaf experience, and it is going to be a large and beautiful space that will be established in the area in front of the Kellogg Conference Hotel and behind Peikoff Alumni House (Ole Jim).”

Gifts and pledges of $5,000 and above that are paid off by December 2025 will be matched dollar for dollar thanks to a $2 million matching fund given by an anonymous alumni donor. Matching donors and those who give $10,000 or more to NOW will have their name forever memorialized on the donor wall within the Louise B. Miller Pathways and Gardens.

To learn more about Miller’s historic fight for justice and the campaign, and to make a contribution, visit gu.live/NOW.
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EXPANDING ACCESS TO MENTAL HEALTHCARE IN MEMORY OF CHRISTOPHER J. VAN SCOTT

Just as his dry wit, compassion, and positive attitude are remembered, so too is Christopher “Chris” J. Van Scott’s dedication to those he served as a psychologist at Gallaudet University’s Mental Health Center, now known as Counseling and Psychological Services.

Chris’ legacy lives on more than 25 years after his death through the many people who have benefited from mental health services supported by endowed funds that were established in his honor.

“Chris was deeply involved in teaching students and working with trainees and served as a role model to many students who still work in psychology and Deaf-related fields,” said Lauri Rush, Psy.D., director of CAPS. “He valued teaching and service in his life and had a lasting and profound impact on the Gallaudet community.”

After his death, Chris’ family set up two endowed funds in his memory: The Christopher J. Van Scott Fund for Mental Health, which provides support for CAPS operations, programs, and activities, and the Christopher J. Van Scott Research Project Fund which enhances research, training, and practice in the field of mental health. The goal of both funds is to improve mental health services to Deaf and hard of hearing people both on and off campus.

“When Chris passed away we wanted to memorialize him in the most meaningful way possible and could think of nothing more fitting than to set up the endowed funds at Gallaudet,” said Chris’ brother David and his wife, Julie. “We were certain the funds would be put to the best possible use to ensure ongoing educational assistance for the students at Gallaudet and over time, this has, in fact, been the case. We know Chris would be so pleased.”

Chris’ family, which includes his father, Dr. Eugene Van Scott, and brothers, Stephen and David, and their spouses, continue to donate to the endowed funds to commemorate Chris’ life’s work. Chris’ mother passed away in 2012. Dr. Van Scott is part of Gallaudet’s Abraham Lincoln Legacy Society and University Society. Both Stephen and David and their spouses are also members of the University Society.

Over the years, CAPS has used the endowed funds for a variety of programs and projects improving professional services for Deaf and hard of hearing people. Each year for the past two decades CAPS has trained medical students at Howard University and The George Washington University on how to provide culturally-competent medical and psychiatric services for Deaf and hard of hearing people. The training was also provided at Gallaudet for students, faculty, and staff in mental health fields.

An area that CAPS is currently focused on is supporting professionals working with diverse and underserved members of the Deaf and hard of hearing community and priority is given to students working with them as well. CAPS is using funds from the endowment to help students with training and preparation to get the licenses they need in order to work with this population.

With funding from the Christopher J. Van Scott Research Project Fund, a second-year student in the Master of Social Work program recently received a scholarship which is helping support her financially as she earns her degree.

“I can completely focus on my education and become a wonderful social worker post-graduation,” she said. “When licensed, I am looking forward to working within Deaf/hard of hearing and BIPOC communities, working to do counseling and psychoeducation within schools. I am very excited to give back to the community and do work that helps others, because this is the type of work that truly fulfills me.”
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A COMMITMENT TO COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATIONAL ACCESS

Miriam Zadek’s connection to Gallaudet runs deep. Though she is hearing, many of her extended family is Deaf, and 23 members of her family and their spouses have graduated from Gallaudet, including her nephew, Board of Trustees Trustee Emeritus Dr. Philip W. Bravin, ’66, H-’14. Zadek grew up as the middle of two Deaf sisters and her father was hard of hearing. Additionally, Zadek attended Gallaudet, participating in a program for those guiding hard of hearing individuals through group support sessions, and initiated such group sessions at The Hearing and Speech Agency (HASA).

As Zadek recalled in her 2022 memoir Miriam Hearing Sister published by Gallaudet University Press: “As I grew up, I had many monikers. All were derived from my given name, Miriam, but the one that stuck longest was given to me by my sisters and their deaf friends. They voiced it and they said it in sign: ‘Miriam Hearing Sister.’”

Beyond her family, being involved in the Deaf community continued with her chosen career as a clinical social worker. With a master’s degree from Columbia University School of Social Work, Zadek was the first social worker at a children’s hospital in Baltimore and the first social worker on a federal grant at HASA. Throughout her long career, she was always interested in working on issues regarding communication, and often worked with Deaf children and their families. Zadek spent nearly 20 years with HASA. There, she developed a model of social work counseling for parents and families seeking communication access resources. Zadek received the Maryland Governor’s Service Lifetime Achievement Award in recognition for her over 40 years of service to individuals and families facing communication challenges.

As a published author, Zadek regularly presents to book clubs and other groups about her life experiences. She said it is important for her as a member of a family with many Deaf people. It demonstrates to others that Deaf people can do anything.

“People who do not know Deaf individuals, their accomplishments, their goals, their professions, their education, do not see beyond it,” she explained. “There is a necessity to educate people that Deaf people are accomplished, they are complete, they are successful, they have needs, and they are the same as everyone else.”

Zadek and her husband, Dr. Robert Zadek, and her entire extended family believe strongly in the importance of giving back to the educational institutions that helped propel their careers and lives. The Zadeks are in many of Gallaudet’s giving groups: Abraham Lincoln Legacy Society, Benefactor Society, and President’s Circle, Diamond Level. The Zadeks also funded the Miriam Zadek & Dr. Robert Zadek President’s Fund to support the President’s initiatives in furthering the aims and goals of Gallaudet. The funds will be used for research, goal-setting, activities, and steps taken by the President towards vision-setting or future planning for the University.

“You give to institutions which have supported you in your educational goals. You have an opportunity to expand their reach to others and you have an obligation to give a thank you and recognition of what they gave to you,” she explained. “When I looked at the number of my family members who have received their educational accomplishments at Gallaudet University, it simply fits with our concept that you support those institutions.”
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Dr. Barbara J. White, ’76, and Dr. Bruce A. White have endowed a scholarship fund in their names to support students in the Gallaudet University Social Work program. This scholarship will be offered for the first time during the 2024-2025 academic year.

“As an undergraduate student when the social work program was first established in the 1970s, and later as a faculty member in the Social Work department when the Master of Social Work (MSW) program was established in the late 1980s, it has been gratifying to witness the tremendous growth of the field of social work with Deaf and hard of hearing people,” said Dr. Barbara White. “We hope the fund will help increase the number of professional MSW level social workers who are Deaf, DeafBlind, or hard of hearing to meet the growing demand for social workers with the knowledge and skills in working with the Deaf population at all system levels.”

Dr. Barbara White started her career as a clinical social worker at Family Service Foundation in Maryland and was a faculty member in the Department of Social Work at Gallaudet University for 31 years. She retired in 2014. She taught both undergraduate and graduate students, was department chair, and served on a member of faculty governance committees. She also served on various community boards serving Deaf and hard of hearing communities. Her career interests encompassed mental health, adoption in Deaf families, macro and international social work, disaster relief, and advocacy for accessible social and mental health services to Deaf and hard of hearing people.

Barbara White led student study abroad courses to Guatemala and Costa Rica, and was part of the disaster mental health response team during Hurricane Katrina in 2005. She has received numerous awards for her teaching and service. In retirement, she continues to volunteer in different capacities, and serves on the Patient Family Advisory Council of Beebe Healthcare. Most recently, she chaired the Delaware Deaf Fest.

Dr. Bruce White taught English at Gallaudet from 1978 to 2008. He served on many university committees and was vice chair of the University Faculty for two terms. He also served twice as chair of the English department, including during the time it had 40 members teaching approximately 1,000 students per semester. He participated in the 1988 DPN movement and the 2006 Unity for Gallaudet protests.

Bruce White attended public schools in Massachusetts long before support services for deaf and hard of hearing students existed. He took sign language classes at the Learning Center for the Deaf and became that school’s first student teacher after earning an M.Ed. degree. He then taught Deaf students for several years at the new Keefe Vocational Technical High School before becoming one of the first hires at DEAF, Inc. After completing a master’s degree in English, he accepted a position at Gallaudet. His publications were mostly on American and Victorian literature, and his Ph.D. dissertation on Elbert Hubbard’s writings was published in 1989 and reprinted as a paperback in 2018. An active volunteer, Bruce has served in elected local offices in Massachusetts, Maryland, and Delaware.

The Whites are loyal and generous donors to Gallaudet and are in the Abraham Lincoln Legacy Society, Benefactor Society, Buff and Blue Loyalty Club, and the Diamond Level of the President’s Circle.
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Mr. Mark and Mrs. Tina Petronella
Miss Carlee B. Philpot
Mr. Ralph Picker
Mr. Frederick M. and Mrs. Brenda S. Pickering

Christina Pinckney
Mr. Maurice W. Pitt and Dr. Lisa Holden-Pitt
Randal Pituk
Ms. Rachel G. Pizzie
Ms. Donna B. Platt
Jeanine Pollard
Mr. Francis R. Porter, Jr.
Gloria Porter
Jerrick Pothorski
Mrs. Margo L. Poulain
Mrs. Kathryn Powers
Ms. Katherine L. Preis
Ms. Rosalyn G. Prickett
Mr. John and Mrs. Sallie E. Pride
Ms. Bethany Prince
Mr. Larry R. Puthoff
Ms. Marie Qualls
Ms. Rachel M. Qualls
Dr. Lorna Quandt
Mr. Alexander Q. and Mrs. Amy D. Quaynor
Ms. Gail Quinney
Mr. Ahsanur R
Mr. Jubril L. and Mrs. Banwo Rabiu
Mr. Gary A. and Mrs. Wanda W. Rafiq
Mr. Shahanur Rahman
Dr. Jason Raines
Demetri Ramdath
Megan Ramsay
Mr. Robert D. and Mrs. Joanne H. Ramsey
Ms. Arvilia Rank
Mr. Paul J. and Mrs. Barbara B. Rauch
Mr. Steve W. and Mrs. Brenda Rawlings

*donor deceased in 2023*
Dr. Lauri L. Rush
Carol Russell
Mr. Paul R. Rutowski and Ms. Avonne M. Brooker-Rutowski
William Saaty
Ms. Cynthia J. Sadoski
Em Salazar
Ms. Deborah L. Sampson
Ms. Stefania Sarkic
Mr. Richard H. Sarkisian
Mr. Martin Sarsfield
Mr. Gabriel Saucedo-Romero
Mr. Jesse B. Saunders and Ms. Laura G. Willey-Saunders
Dr. Marrick E. Sayers
Mr. Jack Scarboro
Dr. Ellen Schaefer-Salins
Mr. Robert E. Scheffel
Ms. Ellen Schein
Erik Schiff
Ms. Jessica M. Schmidt
Mr. Alexander Schoenfeld
Dr. Robert K. Schreter
Ms. Ursula Schultz and Ms. Debra A. Trapani
Mr. Mark A. Schwartz
Mr. Robert L. Scripter
Ms. Jeanne Segal
Mr. Michael Seidman
Lauren Sennott
Dr. Mary Ann Seremeth
Ms. Kathleen D. Setzer
Mr. Christopher Sewell and Ms. Kitty Monahan Sewell
Ms. Stephanie Ann Sforza
Mr. Joshua A. and Mrs. Patricia M. Shaffner
Mr. Justin M. and Mrs. Deborah F. Shaw
Weston Shea
Mr. Robert J. and Mrs. Katherine S. Shealy
Maribel Sherrette
Shannon Shiver
Mr. Scott and Mrs. Ann L. Shulman
Mr. Terry G. and Mrs. Sharon S. Shuman
Mr. Kylar Scoli
Ms. Leila Scoli
Mr. Barry J. and Mrs. Renee M. Siebert
Mr. Steven C. Siegel
Ms. Susan Sien
Ms. Aneesah A. Silvels
Ms. Shelley J. Simms
Mr. Donald Simonds
Ms. Doreen L. Simons
Mr. James E. Singleton
Mr. Douglas Sisco and Ms. Cathy A. Longenberger
Wong K. Siu and Suzie Fung
Mr. Bobby W. and Mrs. Francine M. Skedsmo
Ms. Nomi R. Sklaire
Ms. Jeanette Slone
Mr. George W. and Mrs. Barbara Smyth
Mr. Michael and Mrs. Elisabeth Sochacki
Mr. Matt and Mrs. Stacy Soderstrum
Mr. Leslie A. and Mrs. Aurora V. Solomon
Mr. Alfred Sonnenstrahl
Ms. Elizabeth D. Sorkin
Ms. Rachel Sortino
Kelly Souhrada
Diane Soulier
Ms. Amanda Southerland
Ms. Pauline E. Spanbauer
Ms. Rita A. Spencer
Mr. Dave and Mrs. Ellen Stafman
Ms. Sara R. Stallard
Mrs. Dorene S. Stanley
Mr. Gregory B. and Mrs. Margaret A. Stanton
Ms. Leslie J. Stefrak
Ms. Judith A. Stein Cronlund
Ms. Dianne V. Stenz
Ms. Joan E. Rump
Ms. Amy Stevens
Mr. Roderick L. Stickley
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Stifter
Ms. Linda A. Stoltz
Jenny Storey
Mr. Harvey M. and Mrs. Meryl A. Strackman
Mr. Alan J. Strauss
Janet Gallaudet Sturges
Mary S. Sturges
Mr. Richard P. Suiter
Christine Sun Kim
Sosaya R. Susana Victoria
Mr. Thomas R. Suter
Ms. Laura W. Sweeney
Mr. Ronald J. E. and Mrs. Kimberly L. Symansky
Mr. Arthur G. and Mrs. Vicki D. Syrett
Mr. Steven Tadzynski
David N. Taft
Dennis Tague
Mr. Allen Talbert and Ms. Lisa C. Jacobs
Mr. Mark C. and Mrs. Anni T. Tao
Mr. Timothy J. Tardiff
Mr. Dalton Z. Taylor
Mr. Ralph J. and Mrs. Pauline M. Taylor
Dr. Shirlee Taylor
Mrs. Brandi C. TenEyck-Martell
Mr. Charles F. Theel
Mr. Brian R. Thorn and Mrs. Bonita G. Ewan
Mr. Tristan Thunderbolt and Ms. Lynne E. Herkimer
Judith Tiger
Mr. Steven L. Titlebaum
Mr. Robert P. Todd
Ms. Linda C. Tom
Mr. William and Mrs. Linda M. Torrance
Nathalie Torres
Mr. Edward and Mrs. Joanne Toupin
Mr. Irving G. G. Tragen
Mr. Micah F. Traurig
Mrs. Carole A. Trotter
Mr. Frank W. Turk
Mr. Kent A. Turner and Ms. Leila M. Hanaumi
Rachel Uhrich
Miss Lucy E. Upah
Mr. James A. and Mrs. Beth Vail
Mrs. Mary Vaillancourt
Jason Valentine
Rebecca Van Den Heuvel
Mr. David and Mrs. Donna J. Van Der Horn
Elyssa Van Houtte
Mrs. Betty K. Van Tighem
Mr. Robert C. Vandenbusch
Dr. Kirk VanGilder
Mr. Joshua A. Veeder
Mr. Jose O. and Mr. Shawn D. Velasquez
Mr. Dominic J. Vera
Ms. Kasey T. Vessel
Mr. Joseph A. Vieira
Ms. Andrea V. Vigil
Ms. Mary T. Villemaire
Mr. James T. and Mrs. Stephanie K. Vincent
Dadree Vining
Andrew Visco
Mr. Gregory M. and Mrs. Georgette F. Visco
Ms. Jennifer Visco
Ms. Rene Visco
Ms. Roxane L. Voeller
Ms. Jennifer J. Vold
Mr. Justin D. Vollmar
Ms. Barbara Wagger
Mr. Aaron Waheed
Mr. Marvin and Mrs. Judith R. Waldman
Mr. Billy R. and Mrs. Karen A. Wales
Mr. John Rippey and Ms. Susan A. Walker
Mrs. Marjorie Wallick
Ms. Anne A. Wallis
Gevevieve Walsh
Anna Walter

*donor deceased in 2023*
A GRATEFUL DAY OF GIVING

Gallaudet participated in GivingTuesday, the annual global day of giving, on November 28, 2023 and more than $22,000 was raised for the University. More than half of the donations went to the Necessity of Now (NOW) campaign.

NOW will fund the creation of an equitable outdoor learning space on Gallaudet’s campus called the Louise B. Miller Pathways and Gardens: A Legacy to Black Deaf Children as well as student scholarships, research, and programming at our Center for Black Deaf Studies. Learn more at gu.live/NOW.

Institutional Advancement staff hosted three GivingTuesday stations on campus during the day with NOW information and swag. Athletics held an intramural event in the evening which featured another GivingTuesday station.

Gallaudet’s Student Body Government and Graduate Student Association gave generously to the NOW campaign. SBG gave $5,000 and GSA gave $3,000. SBG’s donation reaches the matching gift threshold and their name will be listed on the donor recognition wall in the forthcoming Pathways and Gardens, along with all other matching donors.

All NOW gifts and pledges of $5,000 and above that are paid off by December 2025 will be matched dollar for dollar by an anonymous alumni donor.

“We all agreed that it was crucial that undergraduate students partake in the campaign to endorse positive change happening on our campus and to the community,” said SBG President Cynthia Ortega. “SBG believes that this campaign is important for Gallaudet because we all should strive for changes that have significant potential in making our Gallaudet campus more inclusive to the student body. This is also a great way for SBG to be included in a fight for equality and inclusion.”

GSA President Dacey Curtis hopes their donation will inspire other students and student groups to give to NOW.

“Even small contributions matter a lot, and now is the time to make positive changes,” said Dacey. “GSA thinks this campaign is really important for Gallaudet because it deals with urgent needs and helps make the whole community better. They understand that when everyone comes together to support it, they can create a positive and meaningful environment. This ensures that Gallaudet keeps doing well and meets the changing needs of students and the broader community, providing the necessary support for everyone.”
Gallaudet gratefully acknowledges the following donors who have supported the Necessity of Now Campaign.

- Mr. Omar M. Abdi
- Mr. Isaac N. and Mrs. Teena L. Abenchuchan
- Ms. Tracy L. Acuff
- Mr. William M. and Mrs. Janice K. Adams
- Mr. Justin R. Adkins
- Ms. Yael D. Agriss
- Mr. Taye Akinola
- Monica J. Albe
- Ms. Isabel Alejandro
- Mr. Anthony A. and Mrs. Daisy M. Alessi
- Mr. Le Toudjida Allara
- Mr. Shan Allen
- Ally Advantage, LLC
- Alpha Sigma Pi Fraternity
- Ms. Linda D. Alston
- Dr. Donalda K. Ammons and Dr. Diane Dyer Morton
- Ms. Paula J. Ammons
- Ms. Sandra K. Amos
- Mr. Casey J. and Mrs. Kari M. Analco
- Mr. Brent M. and Mrs. Amy C. Anderson
- Mr. Jeffrey D. and Mrs. Candace M. Anderson
- Catherine L. Anderson
- Mr. David A. and Mrs. Laurie L. Anderson
- Dr. Glenn B. Anderson and Ms. Karen Adeeb-Anderson
- Mr. Jeffrey D. and Mrs. Candace C. Anderson
- Mr. Leslie R. and Mrs. Mary E. Anderson
- Mr. Thomas D. and Mrs. Jennifer Anderson
- Mrs. Anne A. Andrews
- Patricia Anixter
- Anonymous (14)
- Laura Anthony
- Mrs. Frances A. Apperson
- Ms. Zoe Aquilino
- Mr. Thomas A. and Mrs. Dianne M. Armato
- Ms. Rena Jo Arnold
- Mr. Bobby E. Arterberry, Jr.
- Dr. Pauline A. Artists-Young
- Mr. Michael S. Atchison
- Athletic Greens
- Mr. John-Samuel G. Atkinson
- Ms. Andrea J. Austin
- Mr. Michael R. and Mrs. Karen S. Averett
- Mr. Emmanuel Azodeh
- Ms. Betsy A. Bachtel
- Mr. Thomas E. Bachtel
- Miss Eddie L. Bachus
- Ms. Christine Back
- Mr. David and Mrs. Karen Bacon
- Mr. Michael Baer and Ms. Jessie H. Adner
- Mr. William L. Bailes and Dr. Cynthia Neese Bailes
- Miss Patricia C. Bailey
- Mr. Richard E. Bailey
- Mr. Richard R. and Ms. Becky Jo G. Baker
- Dr. Thomas F. Baldridge
- Ms. Carolyn J. Baldwin
- Mrs. Celia M. Baldwin
- Ms. Doreen L. Baldwin
- Miss Pamela K. Baldwin
- Dr. Stephen C. Baldwin
- Mr. Timothy P. Balfe
- Ms. Nona M. Balk
- Mr. Paul and Dr. Mary Jan Bancroft
- Ms. Rosanne E. Bangura
- Mr. Stanley D. Banks
- Ms. Michele E. Barber
- Mr. Dallas D. and Mrs. Margaret A. Barker
- Rev. Candas I. Barnes
- Mr. Jonathan A. and Ms. Tiffanee B. Barnes
- Mr. Joseph D. and Mrs. Erica Q. Barry
- Mr. Howard and Mrs. Gloria M. Bascome
- Mr. Stephen and Mrs. Gail Bashein
- Ms. Laureen C. Baskerville
- Mrs. Dana L. Basse
- Mr. Raymond J. Bateh
- Mr. James and Mrs. Nisha A. Beal
- Mr. David R. and Mrs. Noel P. Beeghly
- Derrick J. Behm and Mr. Joshua G. Josa
- Ms. Kimberley S. Beldin
- Mr. Rory and Mrs. Sophia A. Bell
- Mr. Mark H. Bella
- Joyce Bender
- Ms. Nancy A. Benedetto
- Miss JoAnn R. Benfield
- Ms. Lourdes Benitez
- Ms. Ilan Ben-Moshe
- Mr. John M. and Mrs. Clare C. Bennett
- Ms. Martha L. Berlowitz
- Mr. Gerald E. and Mrs. Elizabeth J. Bernfeld
- Mr. Barry P. and Mrs. Jean S. Berube
- Dr. Michael A. Bienvenu
- Dr. Martina J. Biondo
- Neffานa Boczko
- Mr. David Birnbaum and Ms. Joan A. Raciti
- Ms. Rachel E. Birk Cordova
- Mr. Chad E. Bishop
- Ms. Evon J. Black
- Mr. Alan R. and Mrs. Gene P. Blatecky
- Mr. Steven A. Blehm
- Mr. Paul M. Blicharz
- Mr. Stephen B. and Mrs. Beverly D. Boateng
- Mr. Robert J. Bolchi
- Mr. Ryan N. Bondroff
- The Honorable David E. and Mrs. Judith N. Bonior
- Mr. John A. and Mrs. Sharon L. Borkowski
- Mrs. Norine Borkowski
- Mr. David Born and Dr. Wesley Dubbs
- Rev. Jeffery and Mrs. Linda Bowden
- Mr. Sherwood S. and Mrs. Mary S. Boxer
- Mr. George H. Boyd, II
- Mr. John B. and Mrs. Angela Bradley
- Margaret Brakebusch

*donor deceased
∞ = matching gift donor
^ = GivingTuesday donor
NOW CAMPAIGN DONORS

Mr. Jeffrey L. and Mrs. Heidi A. Branch
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin
Mr. Seth E. and Mrs. Neshmayda A. Bravin
Mr. Michael D. and Mrs. Maria R. Brecheen
Ms. Joan R. Breckenridge
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner
Ms. Leslie A. Brewer
Mrs. Joanne W. Brininstool
Miss Kathleen L Brockway-Aiple
Mr. Bruce W. Broderius
Ms. Carol A. Brodersen
Mr. Jeffrey W. and Mrs. Patricia A. Bronk
Mr. James D. and Mrs. Gabrielle N. Brookins
Mr. Donald R. Brooks
Ms. Jaclyn A. Brower
Ms. Charmaine O. Brown
Ms. Eleanor M. Brown
Ms. Laura C. Brown
Abigail Browngoehl
Ms. Jacqueline Bruce
Mr. James R. Brune
Dr. Jeffrey A. Brune
Mr. Stephen D. Brunelle
Mr. David T. Bruno
Dr. Jeremy L. Brunson
Karen Brush
Mr. Ritchie R. Bryant
Mr. Bruce M. Bucci
Ms. Carol A. Budd and Mrs. Betty I. York
Ms. Claire M. Bugen
Mr. Matthew J. Bujak
Mr. Edward N. and Mrs. Deirdre N. Burchette
Ms. Catherine A. Burge
Mr. John M. Burke
Mr. Mark P. and Mrs. Aimee E. Burke
Dr. Teresa B. Burke
Mr. Justen A. Burns
Mr. Stephen H. and Mrs. Joanne R. Burns
Mr. Thomas Burns
Ms. Laura M. Burrows
Mr. Stephen D. Burrows
Dr. Gerald “Bummy” Burststein
Ms. Darian J. Burwell
Gambrell
Mr. Joseph P. and Mrs. Carleen F. Buschmann
Mr. Brian S. Bush and Ms. Carrie L. Tamashiro-Bush
Ms. Jennifer L. Bysko
Mr. Frank C. Cadden and Ms. Susan C. Foulke
Raoul Cadet
Ms. Victoria M. Calaman Pfaff
Mr. Michael Calderwood
Mr. Walter and Mrs. Franna L. Camensisch
Mr. Martin C. Campbell
Dr. Linda Campbell-Thacker
Ms. Angela N. Campion
Kathleen Cannon
Ms. Nancy P. Cantu
Dr. Clifton F. Carbin
Mr. Juan and Mrs. Nancy L. Carrizales
Ms. Rebecca A. Carroll
Ms. Lynda Carter
Ms. Barbara J. Cassin
Ms. Mayra Castro
Ms. Yvonne M. Catt
Ms. Liliana A. Ceballos
Mr. Jonathan W. Cetrano and Dr. Laura N. Opsahl
Mrs. Shirley A. Chadwick
Ms. Linda R. Chaikind
Ms. Leela D. Chaitoo
Mr. Yiu Keung R. Chan and Mrs. Carolyn E. Morgan-Chan
Mr. Thomas S. and Mrs. Paula A. Chance
Dr. Alim S. Chandani
Mr. Edward W. Cheah
Ms. Yoshiko A. Chino
Mrs. Nancy R. Chough
Dr. John B. Christiansen
Mr. Robert Christiansen
Ms. Maureen A. Cingel
Class of 1960
Class of 1966
Class of 1968
Class of 1970
Class of 1971
Class of 1972
Class of 1973
Class of 1979
Class of 1982
Class of 1992
Class of 1997
Mr. Teddy Clemons
Mr. Donald R. and Mrs. Tiffany M. Cochran
Ms. Julie Cohen
Mr. Lawrence R. and Mrs. Erin C. Cohen
Mr. Lyman and Mrs. Marylin B. Cohen
Ms. Stephanie M. Cohen
Miss Dorothy L. Kohler
Dr. Janis Cole
Ms. Maureen A. Collins
Dr. Pamela F. Collins
Ms. Connis and Mrs. Patricia A. Collins
Mr. Clark A. and Mrs. Edna Conway
Ms. Hinda R. Chaikind
Ms. Leela D. Chaitoo
Mr. Yiu Keung R. Chan and Mrs. Carolyn E. Morgan-Chan
Mr. Thomas S. and Mrs. Paula A. Chance
Dr. Alim S. Chandani
Mr. Edward W. Cheah
Ms. Yoshiko A. Chino
Mrs. Nancy R. Chough
Dr. John B. Christiansen
Mr. Robert Christiansen
Ms. Maureen A. Cingel
Class of 1960
Class of 1966
Class of 1968
Class of 1970
Class of 1971
Class of 1972
Class of 1973
Class of 1979
Class of 1982
Class of 1992
Class of 1997
Mr. Teddy Clemons
Mr. Donald R. and Mrs. Tiffany M. Cochran
Ms. Julie Cohen
Mr. Lawrence R. and Mrs. Erin C. Cohen
Mr. Lyman and Mrs. Marylin B. Cohen
Ms. Stephanie M. Cohen
Miss Dorothy L. Kohler
Dr. Janis Cole
Ms. Maureen A. Collins
Dr. Pamela F. Collins
Ms. Connis and Mrs. Patricia A. Collins
Mr. Clark A. and Mrs. Edna Conway
Hinda R. Chaikind
Leela D. Chaitoo
Yiu Keung R. Chan
Carolyn E. Morgan-Chan
Thomas S. and Paula A. Chance
Alim S. Chandani
Edward W. Cheah
Yoshiko A. Chino
Nancy R. Chough
John B. Christiansen
Robert Christiansen
Maureen A. Cingel
Class of 1960
Class of 1966
Class of 1968
Class of 1970
Class of 1971
Class of 1972
Class of 1973
Class of 1979
Class of 1982
Class of 1992
Class of 1997
Teddy Clemons
Donald R.
Tiffany M. Cochran
Julie Cohen
Lawrence R.
Erin C.
Lyman
Marylin B.
Stephanie M.
Dorothy L.
Janis
Maureen A.
Pamela F.
Connis
Patricia A.
Clark A.
Edna Conway
Hinda R.
Leela D.
Yiu Keung R.
Carolyn E.
Thomas S.
Paula A.
Alim S.
Edward W.
Yoshiko A.
Nancy R.
John B.
Robert
Maureen A.
Class of 1960
Class of 1966
Class of 1968
Class of 1970
Class of 1971
Class of 1972
Class of 1973
Class of 1979
Class of 1982
Class of 1992
Class of 1997
Teddy
Donald R.
Tiffany M.
Julie
Lawrence R.
Erin C.
Lyman
Marylin B.
Stephanie M.
Dorothy L.
Janis
Maureen A.
Pamela F.
Connis
Patricia A.
Clark A.
Edna Conway
* = donor deceased
∞ = matching gift donor
^ = GivingTuesday donor
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Mrs. Roberta L. Daniels
Mr. Tobin W. Daniels
Dr. Robert R. Davila
Ms. Barbara L. Davis
Mr. Gilbert and Mrs. Marsha Davis
Mr. Matthew E. Davis and Mr. Michael L. Kaufer
Mr. Ratio Dawson
Ms. Nancy M. De Witt
Ms. Usherla R. DeBerry
Mr. Brandon K. and Mrs. Leslie J. Decker
Mrs. Dana F. Dehaesus
Mr. Blaise Delahoussaye and Mr. Ulf Hedberg
Dr. Linda Delk-Hoveskeland
Mr. Stephen C. Demuth
Mr. Gary and Mrs. Keely Denenberg
Mr. Rocco J. C. and Mrs. Donna J. Devito
Ms. Nancy DeWitt
Mrs. Elizabeth T. Diaz
Dr. Jorge L. Díaz-Herrera
Mr. Sabatino DiMeo
Mrs. Jackie Disharoon
L. Greenie Dixon
Mr. Darrius N. Doe
Mr. Craig H. and Ms. Sarah B. Doleac
Mr. Brian T. Donnelly
Ms. Marianne T. Doremus
Ms. Amy Dorfman
Mr. Samuel E. Dorsey*
Dovetail Communication Group
Ms. Abigail R. Drake
Mr. Darrell R. Drake*
Mr. Theodore Drake
Ms. Judith Dremin
Mr. Mark B. and Ms. Melanie R. Drolsbaugh
Ms. Louise E. Dugan
Mr. Shane P. Dundas
Mr. Michael A. and Mrs. Linda M. Dunham
Mr. John F. Dunsmore*
Ms. Michelle M. Dupre
Mr. Gene R. Duve
Dr. Charlene and Mr. John Dwyer ^
Mr. Michael and Mrs. Lisa G. Dyas
Mr. William J. Dye
Ms. Darena C. Dyke
Mr. John B. and Mrs. Patricia A. Dyreson
Dr. James W. and Mrs. Mary Louise Eagan
Dr. Beth A. Easterling Edelman
Mr. Andre D. Edmonds
Mr. Andrew M. and Mrs. Deborah A. Edwards
Ms. Nanette K. Edwards
Mr. Ricky E. and Mrs. Gail L. Edwards
Ms. Cris S. Eggers and Ms. Ruth S. McLennon
Dr. Joan L. Ehrlich
Mr. Stephen Ehrlich
Mrs. Ella J. Elkins
Mr. Barry L. Elliott
Mr. Todd S. Elliott
Ms. Sharon D. Ellis Sandoval
Miss Nazelie E. Elmassian
Mr. Robert M. and Mrs. Susan L. Engelke
Engelke Family Foundation
Ms. Laura A. Engler
Miss Tammy M. Ennis
Mr. William T. and Mrs. Natalie C. Ennis
Dr. Kenneth I. and Mrs. Margaret C. Epstein
Mr. Francis and Mrs. Denise Ercolino
Mr. Frank and Mrs. Rita M. Escalante
Dr. Joyce Ester
Karen Esterl
Mr. Joseph B. and Mrs. Dinah L. Estes
Dr. Gregory T. Farber
Christopher Farina
Mr. Tommy W. Farr and Mr. Earl C. Parks
Mr. Anthony P. and Mrs. Joanna L. Fattibene
Dr. John V. and Mrs. Judy M. Fechter
Mrs. Rita M. Finke
Mr. Gideon B. and Mrs. Colleen S. Firl
Ms. Gena E. Fischer
Mrs. Susan M. Fischer
Joseph E. Fischgrund
Mr. Leslie R. and Mrs. Paulette R. Fisher
Whitney Fisler
Dr. Andrew and Mrs. Jennifer Flagel
Mr. William D. and Ms. Patty H. Flatt
Mr. Clarence D. Fletcher
Mr. Mark W. Fletcher
Mr. Larry and Mrs. Pat Flores
Ms. Marsha D. Flowers
Mrs. Katherine R. Fogarty
Dr. Folami M. Ford
Ms. Lynda Forrester
Dr. Jack R. Gannon*
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Ms. Pamela R. Gatto
Mr. Charles A. and Mrs. Susan G. Giansanti
Mr. John A. and Mrs. Deanna M. Gibson
Mr. Donal M. Gilbert and Ms. Dana L. Schlang
Mr. Sean P. and Mrs. Kirstin L. Gill
Ms. Connie S. Gillett
Mr. Joseph F. and Mrs. Jacqueline M. Fresolo
Mr. Ernesto V. Freyre, III
Ms. Norma A. Fritsche
Ms. Shirley A. Fritz
Mr. J. Aldon and Dr. Judith G. Fruge
Mr. George K. Fruits
Mr. Ralph Fuechtmann
Mr. Sam Fuller
Ms. Regina J. Fullerton
Ms. Jennifer J. Furlano
Mr. Robert S. and Mrs. Virginia S. Furman
Ms. Jessica L. Gabrian
Ms. Roberta C. Gage
Mr. Kai L. Gagnon and Dr. Miako N. P. Villanueva
Mr. Michael C. and Mrs. Kimberly G. Galagan
Mrs. Nancy L. Gallagher*
Mr. Thomas J. Gallagher
Thomas E. Gallahue
Gallaudet University Alumni Association ∞
Gallaudet University Graduate Student Association ^
Mr. Donald A. Galloway
Mrs. Marilyn W. Galloway
Dr. Keith E. and Mrs. Diane Gamache
Dr. Natwar Gandhi and Ms. Panna Naik
Mr. Joseph F. and Mrs. Jacqueline M. Fresolo
Mr. Ernesto V. Freyre, III
Ms. Norma A. Fritsche
Ms. Shirley A. Fritz
Mr. J. Aldon and Dr. Judith G. Fruge
Mr. George K. Fruits
Mr. Ralph Fuechtmann
Mr. Sam Fuller
Ms. Regina J. Fullerton
Ms. Jennifer J. Furlano
Mr. Robert S. and Mrs. Virginia S. Furman
Ms. Jessica L. Gabrian
Ms. Roberta C. Gage
Mr. Kai L. Gagnon and Dr. Miako N. P. Villanueva
Mr. Michael C. and Mrs. Kimberly G. Galagan
Mrs. Nancy L. Gallagher*
Mr. Thomas J. Gallagher
Thomas E. Gallahue
Gallaudet University Alumni Association ∞
Gallaudet University Graduate Student Association ^
Mr. Donald A. Galloway
Mrs. Marilyn W. Galloway
Dr. Keith E. and Mrs. Diane Gamache
Dr. Natwar Gandhi and Ms. Panna Naik
Dr. Jack R. Gannon*
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Ms. Pamela R. Gatto
Mr. Charles A. and Mrs. Susan G. Giansanti
Mr. John A. and Mrs. Deanna M. Gibson
Mr. Donal M. Gilbert and Ms. Dana L. Schlang
Mr. Sean P. and Mrs. Kirstin L. Gill
Ms. Connie S. Gillett

*donor deceased
∞ = matching gift donor
^ = GivingTuesday donor
Mr. Ross A. and Mrs. Selina S. Gilson
Mr. Andrew Frank and Mr. Paul L. Glaser
Mr. Robert Gleicher
Mr. William J. and Mrs. Elaine M. Glennon
Ms. Sharon Gold
Mr. Lovelle W. Golden
Ms. Elizabeth H. Goldenbaum
Mrs. Elaine R. Goldman
Mr. Lawrence B. and Mrs. Heather M. Goldstein
Ms. Iris Gomes
Ms. Lisa M. Gonzales
Dr. Harvey and Mrs. Astrid A. Goodstein
Ms. Lori M. Gordon
Ms. Mary M. Gorman
Mrs. Karen Goss and Dr. Katherine A. Jankowski
Mr. John P. and Mrs. Lynn Gossett
Mr. Ronald W. and Mrs. Sharon M. Gough
Mr. Timothy D. Gough and Ms. Cindy M. Hall
Mr. John and Mrs. Shelley L. Goul
Mr. Jose O. Granda
Mr. Tobin Grant and Mrs. Chiquita R. Jackson-Grant
Ms. Debbie Green
Mr. Myron G. Greenstone
Dr. Brian H. and Mrs. Rebecca W. Greenwald
Mr. Jeffery N. and Mrs. Penney J. Greer
Mrs. Patricia A. Grove
Ms. Christine L. Grymes
Ms. Katherine Guernsey
Ms. Elvia Guillermo Aguilar
Mr. William M. and Mrs. Carolyn L. Gulley
Mr. William M. Gulley, Jr.
Dr. Virginia A. Gutman
Mr. Ken and Mrs. Rosemary A. Hadley
Mr. Matthew S. and Mrs. Stephanie B. Haines
Dr. Ernest E. and Mrs. Mencie M. Hairston
Mr. Scott L. and Mrs. Stephanie D. Hakulin
Mr. Jerry R. and Mrs. Linda I. Haley
Dr. Clara Jean Hall
Ms. Erica L. Hall
Dr. Russell J. and Dr. Margarete R. Hall
Dr. Matthew Hall
Torrence Hall, Jr.
Mr. Bill L. and Mrs. Ella M. Hammack
Ms. Shirley A. Hampton
Mr. Don L. Hanaumi
Mrs. Leslie L. Hanaumi
Ms. Smitha Hanumantha
Ms. Lillian Hardy
Mr. Ron M. and Mrs. Gina G. Harker
Ms. Heather Harker and Ms. Jackie Woodside
Mr. Barry P. Harlan and Dr. Vicki J. Shank
Dr. Kristen C. Harmon
Mr. Trentavious T. Harper
Mr. Robert D. and Mrs. Ena V. Harrison
Dr. Rachel M. Hartig
Mr. Thomas W. Hauser, II
Mr. Samuel H. Hawk and Ms. Melissa S. Draganac-Hawk
Mr. Elmer H. O. and Mrs. Sharon A. Hayes
Mr. Anthony R. and Mrs. Mary B. Heller
Mr. Gregory E. and Mrs. Anne Heller
Ms. Earnestine Henderson
Ms. Hazelene Hendricks
Mr. Samuel R. and Mrs. Patricia L. Henley
Ms. Tammy L. Hennig
Mr. Patrick J. and Dr. Jennifer D. Herbold
Mr. Mario Hernandez and Ms. Senda Benaiissa
Mrs. Elaine Herzig

*donor deceased
∞ = matching gift donor
^ = GivingTuesday donor
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Mr. Craig and Mrs. Kimberly A. Hess
Mr. Robert F. Hickey
Ms. Shirley D. Hicks
Mr. Eric R. Hidalgo
Mr. Barry L. and Mrs. Beverly S. Hill
Mr. Samuel A. and Mrs. Lillian C. Hill
Mr. Larry and Mrs. Ronda Hiller
Mr. Lyle A. Hinks and Ms. Katrina A. Rogers
Mr. Gregory J. and Mrs. Charmaine J. Hlibok
Mr. Stephen C. N. and Ms. Tawny H. Hlibok
Hobson Lucas Family Foundation
Ms. Cynthia D. Hodges
Mr. Chris R. Hoerr and Mr. Cesar P. Morata
Ms. Sarah Hoggard
Mr. Sam E. Hoglund
Dr. Thomas K. Holcomb and Dr. Michele G. Berke
Mr. Edmond K. and Mrs. Jacqueline M. Holland
Mr. Darren R. Holst
Mr. Stephen J. and Mrs. Elizabeth A. Holst
Ms. Kathrine M. Hom
Mr. Kester L. and Dr. Petra M. Horn-Marsh
Ms. Elizabeth H. Hortie
Ms. Sonja (Snjezana) Horvat
Mr. Mineo and Mrs. Linda Hoshina
Dr. Patricia L. Hulsebosch and Dr. Lynda R. Myers
Mr. Michael R. and Mrs. Karyl M. Hummel
Dr. Tom L. Humphries and Dr. Carol A. Padden
Huron Consulting Group, Inc.
Dr. T. Alan and Mrs. Vicki T. Hurwitz
Mr. Zubair and Mrs. Saba A. Hussain
Mr. Norman T. and Mrs. Catherine Ingram
Intuit
Ms. Tracy L. Iivins
Dr. Elaine L. Jacobowitz
Mr. Richard A. Jacobs and Mrs. Julia L. Petersen
Mr. Dragan Jaksic and Ms. Angela M. Laguardia
Jeff Greenberg Charitable Foundation Trust
Lamont Jefferson and Phoene Faye Kuo ∞
Mrs. Amanda L. Jenkins
Heather Jennings
Mrs. Rhonda L. Jennings-Arey
Mrs. Zelephiene N. Jennings-Meadows
Ms. Anne L. Jesse
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
Ms. Patricia R. Johnson
Ms. Edna Johnston and Ms. Emily Shaw
Ms. Allie M. Joiner and Ms. Estie L. Provow
Mr. Clyde A. Jones and Mrs. Nancy Kelly-Jones
Mr. Richard E. and Mrs. Joanne B. Jones
Dr. Sandra Jowers-Barber
Kantor Foundation, Inc.
Mr. Glenn Kasparian
Mrs. Pamela Katz
Mr. David N. Keama
Mr. Thomas P. and Mrs. Susan D. Kearney
Mr. Robert B. Keegan and Mrs. Janice L. Nierstedt-Keegan
Mrs. Patricia L. Kennay
Dr. Susan A. Kern
Dr. Philip P. Kerstetter
Mr. Jonathan F. Kessel
Mr. Gregory E. Kevorkian
Ms. Patricia L. Kidd
Mr. Nicholas G. and Mrs. Melissa J. Kiego
Mr. Tonya L. Killam
Dr. Dae-Kun Kim
Grace Kim
Mr. Minchan Kim
Ms. Sandra D. Kimball and Ms. Marilyn O. Nixon
Mr. Thomas L. King
Dr. Toni C. King
Dr. Joseph G. Kinner and Dr. Carol J. Erting
Mr. John T. Kirby
Mrs. Ann R. Kirkowski
Ms. Dennis M. Kirschbaum and Ms. Barbara Raimondo
Mr. Donald E. Kitson
Ms. Florida L. Kivlin
Mr. Gerald M. Kluck, Jr.
Mrs. Tracy L. Knight
Mr. Arnie D. and Mrs. Jeri L. Koche
Ms. Sharon C. Kocher
Lauren Kohsmann
Mr. Michael J. and Mrs. Deborah A. Koll
Ms. Darla R. Konkel
Edith A. Koranda
Ms. Elizabeth Korres
Mr. Mark W. and Mrs. Angela K. Koterwski
Mr. Kevin I. Kovacs and Mrs. Estella R. Bustamante
Ms. Susan Kovacs-Bahl
Mr. Matthew G. and Mrs. Brandi M. Krueger
Mr. Jerry and Mrs. Jennifer L. Kucinski
Dr. Tugba Kucukkal
Mr. David D. Kuehl
Mr. Paul J. and Mrs. Gina L. Kulick
Ms. Faye Kuo and
Mr. Lamont Jefferson ∞
Dr. Raja S. and Dr. Poorna R. Kushalnagar
Ms. Betty J. Kuzoian
Dr. Eddy F. Laird
Ms. Sherri R. LaJoie
Ms. Mary Lynn Lally
Ms. Hue T. Lam
Mr. William D. Landau
Ms. Leigh E. Landon
Mr. Andrew J. and Mrs. Kelly J. Lange
Mr. Harry O. and Mrs. Scarlett J. Larson
Mr. Herbert W. and Mrs. Caroline A. Larson
Kristen Lau
Ms. Marina L. Lavelle ∞
Ms. Rhiannon J. Le Lievre
Mr. Paul A. and Mrs. Mary S. LeCroy
Mr. Alexander C. Leffers
Mr. Andrew David and Mrs. Laura Leffler
Ms. Amy M. Leftenant
Ms. Darcie Y. LeMieux
Mr. David T. R. Letkiewicz and Ms. Wendy C. Wiatrowski
Ms. Carrie Levin
Dr. Jeffrey W. and Mrs. Nancy Lewis
Mr. Lawrence Lewis
Ms. Pamela Lewis
Mrs. Mary H. Lightfoot
Ms. Swanhilda Lily
Mr. Kenneth R. and Mrs. Carol Litherland
Mr. Glenn and Mrs. Stephanie D. Lockhart
Dr. Lodato
Mr. Aarron A. Loggins

*donor deceased
∞ = matching gift donor
^ = GivingTuesday donor
Dr. Jacqueline A. Long
Arisa Lowanto
Mr. Roderick J. Cabbage
and Ms. Emma Lozada
Mr. Michael I. and Mrs.
Wendy J. Lozynsky
Dr. Ceil Lucas
Mrs. Kaitlin M. Luna *
Ms. Kimberly A. Lyons
Dr. Linda Lytle
Mr. Iosep W. and Mrs.
Francine K. MacDougall
Mr. James R. and Mrs.
Hollace L. Macfadden
Ms. Stacy A. Machowski
Mr. Michael A. and Mrs.
Lori F. Mack
Ms. Donna Mahoney
Mr. Octavio C. Maldonado
Mr. Max C. Malzkuhn and
Ms. Sylvia J. Wood
Mrs. Jacqueline A. Mann
Mr. Willis J. Mann *
Miss Nicole Mapp
Mr. Raymond F. Maresca
Mr. Allen L. and Mrs. Diana
S. Market ∞
Mr. James A. Markel, Jr.
Mr. Victor M. Marques
Mars Foundation
Dr. William Marshall and Dr.
Juanita Cebe
Ms. Jean A. Martin
Mr. Brian T. Martinez
Mr. John C. Mason and Ms.
Carolyn K. Snyder-Mason
Mr. John P. Mathews *
Mrs. Paula B. Mathews *
Mr. Michael L. and Mrs.
Barbara J. Mathis
Ms. Norah E. Matthews
Mr. Philip J. and Mrs.
Lynette R. Mattiacci
Mr. Stanley G. and Mrs.
Anna Mayra
Ms. Maureen J. Mazza
Ms. Marissa McBride
Mrs. Jacqueline A.
McBroom
Ms. Susan McCarthy
Mr. Charles B. Fulghum
and Dr. Eileen F. McCartin
Ms. Janie M. McCaskill
Ms. Helen M. McClarin
Mr. Patrick J. and Mrs.
Janice A. McConahay
Mr. Charles P. McCrory
Mr. Neil J. and Mrs. Susan
D. McDevitt
The Honorable Neil J. and
Mrs. Sarah R. McDevitt
Mr. Thomas P. and Mrs.
Olivia N. McDonough ∞
Jeffrey McDowell
Mr. John R. and Mrs.
Elizabeth J. McGivney
Mr. Thomas M. McKnight
Ms. Jennifer M. McLean
Ms. Catherine M. McLeod
Mrs. June E. McMahon
Mr. Shannon S. McMahon
and Ms. Kathy Thomas
Mrs. Judith W. Meador
Mr. Brian W. Mehan
Dr. Richard Meier and Mrs.
Madeline C. Sutherland-
Meier
Dr. Richard P. Melia
Mr. David H. Meredith, III
Mr. Jack and Mrs. Rita
Merlis
Ms. Marsha Miceli
Mr. Kyle D. and Mrs. Rachel
C. Miers
Mr. Olin R. Miers and Ms.
Sanremi I. LaRue
Mr. Kenneth C. Mikos
Mr. William K. and Mrs.
Dana J. Miles
Mr. Elwood L. and Mrs.
Peggy A. Miles
Mr. Don A. Miller
Mr. Gerald A. and Mrs.
Lavonda Miller
Marvin Miller *
Mr. Richard P. Miller
Ms. Robyn Miller
Mrs. Shandla L. Lunsford
Dr. Michael N. and Mrs.
Sheri Milone
Mr. Roger Mindel
Mrs. Mary M. Mirchandani
Mr. Ramesh H.
Mirchandani *
Mr. David K. and Mrs. Kati
D. Mitchell *
Ms. Kelsey M. Mitchell
Mr. Jon E. and Dr. Julie C.
Mitchiner
Ms. Evelyne Mitton
Miss Jill K. Moebus
Mr. Arthur S. and Mrs. Beth
A. Moore
Dr. Elizabeth A. Moore
Ms. Jean P. Moore
Dr. Michael L. and Mrs.
Diana L. Moore
Mr. Richard K. and Mrs.
Doreen J. Moore
Mrs. Ruth Moore
Ms. Vicky More
Ms. Gertrude H. Morita
Mr. Stephen E. Morris
Ms. Barbara Morris-Hunt
Mr. Scott G. and Mrs.
Deedra S. Morrison
Mr. Tommy J. Moses and
Ms. Sara R. Peterson
Mr. Keith and Mrs. Laurie A.
Mousley
Mr. Harold and Mrs. Mary
A. Mowl ∞
Mr. Martin Hom and Ms.
Gerilyn M. Mu
Ms. Linda S. Murashige
Ms. Agnes M. Muse
Dr. Marcus R. Myers, Sr.
Dr. Mark J. Myers *
Sharon Myers
Mr. Robert V. Nagel *
Rev. Virginia O. Nagel
Mr. Mark M. and Mrs.
Connie S. Nagy
Ms. Mary J. Newell
Mr. Bruno Druchen and
Ms. Wilma S. Newhoudt-
Druchen
Mr. Travis Nguyen
Mr. Andrew and Mrs.
Kristina L. Nicholas
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane
F. Nickerson
Ms. Aleena Nicoloro ∞
Ms. Carol L. Nielsen
Mr. Christopher W. and
Mrs. Jodyann Nipper
Mrs. Michelle A. Noll *
Dr. Ronald E. and Mrs.
Melvia M. Nomeland
Mr. Kenneth W. Norton ∞
Mr. William T. Nowrey
Ms. Rumiko Nozaki-Olson *
Number Ten Foundation,
Inc.
Ms. Sylvia K. Nystrom
Mr. Joseph H. and Mrs.
Laureen M. Obermiller
Mr. Grover T. Odenthal and
Ms. Debra L. Cole
Mr. Oladimeji O. Okeniyi
Mr. Michael J. Olson
Mr. Russell C. and Mrs.
Cynthia L. Olson
Ms. Lydia O. Olugbodi *

*donor deceased
∞ = matching gift donor
^ = GivingTuesday donor
Mrs. Ericka B. Olujie
Mr. John O. Olumoya
Mr. Scott A. ONeal
Mr. Elias Ontiveros, Jr.
Mrs. Claudette M. Ortega
Ms. Jodi L. Ortiz
Prof. Joan Ostrove
Mr. Sean M. Owens
Ms. Gloria Pagan
Ms. Leslie A. Page
Mrs. Linda L. M. Hadersbeck
Mrs. Younghae Park
Mr. John P. Parker
Ms. Sherry E. Parton
Ms. Elice N. Patterson
Ms. Wendy E. Payne
Mr. Aris and Mrs. Christina Payne-Tsoupros
Mr. Larry V. Pearce and Ms. Catherine Valcourt-Pearce
Ms. Frances S. Pearlman
Mr. Tony and Mrs. Julie A. Pearson-Clarke
Mr. James L. and Mrs. Susan V. Pedersen
Mr. Richard L. Pelletier
Ms. Deborah Penrose and Ms. Sara Winchester
Ms. Brenda A. Perrodin
Mr. James M. Perry
Mr. Andrew D. Petajan
Mr. Kenneth W. Peters
Mr. Lawrence L. Petersen
Mr. David R. and Mrs. Jacqueline E. Peterson
Ms. Jennifer Ann Peterson Courtney Petri
Mr. Mark and Mrs. Tina Petronella
Mr. Ernest W. and Mrs. Rosemary C. Pettis
Mrs. Jessica A. Phillips
Ms. Karen R. Philo-House
Miss Carlee B. Philpot
Mr. Frederick M. and Mrs. Brenda S. Pickering
Mr. Gordon Pickering
Ms. Barbara A. Pickus
Mr. Andres H. Piedrahita
Ms. Debbie K. Pietsch
Mr. Rafael Pinchas
Ms. Deanna L. Piper
Mr. Maurice W. Pitt and Dr. Lisa Holden-Pitt
Mr. Laurence L. Plate, Jr.
Ms. Donna B. Platt
Mr. Eli D. and Mrs. Carrie F. Pogue
Mr. Eddie Lau and Ms. Janette F. Pokorski-Lau
Dr. Allison M. Polk
Jeanine Pollard
Mrs. Mary E. Pollard
Mr. Francis R. Porter, Jr.
Mrs. Margo L. Poulain
Mr. Roger A. Poulin
Mr. Mark Praig
Mr. Randy A. Prezioso and Ms. Carlene D. Thumann-Prezioso
Ms. Kathleen A. Prokopec
Ms. Alexandria A. Pucciarelli
Mr. Larry R. Puthoff
Ms. Danielle Puzio
Ms. Rachel M. Qualls
Ms. Cheryl A. Quintal
Mr. Gary A. and Mrs. Wanda W. Rafiq
Ms. Carla A. Ragusa
Ms. Kalpana Ram
Mr. William J. and Mrs. Janice A. Randall
Ms. Arvilla Rank
Mr. Raymond J. and Mrs. Florence B. Rapozo
Dr. Khadijat K. Rashid
Mr. Paul J. and Mrs. Barbara B. Rauch
Mr. Scott A. and Mrs. Jaime L. Recht
Ms. Alisa A. Redmon
Ms. Ruth E. Reed
Regency Commercial Construction
Reginald F. Lewis Foundation, Inc.
Mr. David C. and Mrs. Margaret H. Reichard
Mr. Alan and Mrs. Valerie Rein
Dr. Laurie R. Reinhardt
Sharon Rennert
Ms. Carolyn I. Ressler
Dr. H. Neil and Mrs. Judy Reynolds
Ms. Jennifer A. Ricca
Mr. Moses L. and Mrs. Vivian E. Rice
Mr. Mont W. and Mrs. Barbara J. Richardson
Mr. Alex D. Richey, Jr.
Ms. Hilda J. Richey
Ms. Wanda A. Riddle
Ms. Victoria T. Roa
Mr. Merritt A. Robertson
Ms. Marvice P. Robinson
Mrs. Emma J. M. Robitaille
Mr. Luke and Mrs. Louise G. Rolls
Mr. Joseph S. and Mrs. Kay Francis Rose
Mr. Herbert and Dr. Roslyn G. Rosen
Ms. Carol L. Rosenberg
Mr. Howard A. Rosenberg

*donor deceased
∞ = matching gift donor
^ = GivingTuesday donor
Mr. Clifford R. and Mrs. Nancy C. Rowley  
Dr. Cynthia B. Roy  
Mr. Glen F. Rudd  
Mr. Samuel M. and Mrs. Maria L. Ruiz  
Dr. Lauri L. Rush  
Carol Russell  
Mr. Clarence A. and Mrs. Karen Russell  
Ms. Kathleen D. Russell and Ms. Deb Hamilton  
Mr. Hyman N. Russo and Ms. Carroll R. Massey  
Mr. James and Ms. Rebecca G. Rydstrom  
Mr. Robert R. Saccente, Jr.  
Ms. Cynthia J. Sadoski  
Mr. Douglas S. Sampson and Ms. Marla L. Hatrak  
Mr. Gabriel Saucedo-Romero  
Ms. Kathleen A. Say  
Ms. Ellen Schein  
Ms. Barbara A. Schmidt  
Mr. Alexander Schoenfeld  
Dr. Robert K. Schreter  
Mrs. Ann Schwartz  
Mr. Louis J. and Mrs. Doris E. Schwarz  
Scott & Annie Appleby Charitable Trust  
Mr. John W. and Mrs. Teresa M. Scotton  
Mr. Robert L. Scripter  
Ms. Debra L. Secord  
Mr. Barry R. Segal  
Ms. Jeanne Segal  
Ms. Christine A. Senitza  
Dr. Mary Ann Seremeth  
Mr. Jerry E. Seth  
Ms. Kathleen D. Setzer  
Ms. Stephanie Ann Sforza  
Mr. Joshua A. and Mrs. Patricia M. Shaffner  
Ms. Tracy A. Shannon  
Mr. Justin M. and Mrs. Deborah F. Shaw  
Dr. Risa S. Shaw  
Mr. Rich and Mrs. Dyan Sherwood  
Mr. Shahryar F. Shiliati  
Ms. Patricia J. Shouse  
Dr. Shirley E. Shultz Myers  
Mr. Barry J. and Mrs. Renee M. Siebert  
Mr. Lawrence M. Siegel  
Mr. Joel M. Silberstein  
Ms. Toby R. Silver  
Dr. Cynthia H. Simpson  
Mr. Stefan Sinclair and Ms. Roberta J. Crockett  
Mr. James E. Singleton  
Mrs. Natalie T. Snicrope  
Mr. Bobby W. and Mrs. Francine M. Skedsmo  
Mr. Randall J. Skelton  
Mr. John D. and Mrs. Deborah L. Skjeveland  
Ms. Nomi R. Sklaire  
Ms. Jeanette Slone  
Ms. Carol-Ann Smalley  
Ms. Maya Smallwood  
Mr. Alexander R. Smith  
Ms. Caitlin H. Smith  
Ms. Christina J. Smith  
Mrs. Marie K. Smith  
Mr. Paul L. Smith  
Mr. Stanley F. Smith  
Ms. Valerie Smith  
Ms. Venita R. Smith  
Mr. Larry D. and Mrs. Donna S. Smolik  
Mr. Warren L. Sniepe  
Mr. Steven L. and Mrs. Davina N. Snow  
SOCOTEC Advisory, LLC  
Mr. Leslie A. and Mrs. Aurora V. Solomon  
Mr. Brett C. Sonnenstrahl  
Mr. Samuel M and Mrs. Marjorie L. Sonnenstrahl  
Sorenson Communications, Inc.  
Mr. David L. Spicer and Ms. Amy L. Malone  
Mr. Dave and Mrs. Ellen Stafman  
Ms. Sara R. Stallard  
Mrs. Dorene S. Stanley  
Ms. Wendy R. Stanley  
Mr. Gregory B. and Mrs. Margaret A. Stanton  
Mr. Michael J. Steffen and Mrs. Tracy A. DeWire-Steffen  
Mr. Gary D. Stein  
Ms. Judith A. Stein  
Cronlund  
Mr. Barry and Mrs. Judith A. Steinberg  
Ms. Joan E. Rump  
Ms. Amy Stevens  
Mr. Little John Stewart and Ms. Tracey E. Cholmondeley  
Ms. Marilyn A. Stewart  
Mr. Michael R. and Mrs. Susan Stewart  
Mr. Roderick L. Stickley  
Mr. David D. and Mrs. Sue A. Stout  
Mr. Harvey M. and Mrs. Meryl A. Strackman  
Mr. Alan J. Strauss  
STRONGERIFY  
Mr. Dean B. Stuber and Mrs. Jennifer A. Baigent-Stuber  
Student Body  
Government  
Mr. Paul E. and Mrs. Jennifer Stuessy  
Mr. Michael A. and Mrs. Jessica M. Stultz  
Mary S. Sturges  
Mr. Richard P. Suiter  
Ms. Tamara A. Suiter and Mr. Derek Peterson  
Ms. Mary R. Summers  
Dr. Theodore Supalla  
Sosaya R. Susana Victoria  
Mr. Glen W. and Mrs. Marie Sutcliffe  
Ms. Jane A. Sutcliffe  
Mr. Roger G. and Mrs. Marilyn C. Swanson  
Ms. Catherine A. Sweet  
Mr. Arthur G. and Mrs. Vicki D. Syrett  
Dennis Tague  
Mr. Timothy J. Tardiff  
Mr. Marcus J. Tate  
Mr. Daryn J. and Mrs. Barbara D. Taylor  
Mr. Ralph J. and Mrs. Pauline M. Taylor  
Mr. Ricky D. Taylor  
Dr. Shirlee Taylor  
Mr. Thomas J. Taylor  
Mrs. Linda L. Tello  
Mrs. Brandi C. TenEyck-Martell  
Mr. Wade D. and Mrs. June A. Terry  
Texas School for the Deaf, High School Department  
Ms. Brenda V. Thaxton  
The Durkin Agency  
The Flinaz Gals  
The Goldman Sachs & Co. LCC  
The Goldman Sachs Foundation  
Mr. Charles F. Theel  
Ms. Angela D. Theriault  
Mr. Ramiro S. Bustamante and Mrs. Jayne A. Thexton-Bustamante  
*donor deceased  
∞ = matching gift donor  
^ = GivingTuesday donor
Mr. Lindell J. Abel and Ms. Erin Thomas
Mr. Kevin S. and Mrs. Ann L. Thompson
Mr. Brian R. Thorn and Mrs. Bonita G. Ewan
Judith Tiger
Mr. David and Mrs. Martha W. Timms
Mr. William W. and Dr. Carol Tipton
Mr. Robert P. Todd
Ms. Kathryn L. Toner
Mr. William and Mrs. Linda M. Torrance
Mr. Danilo E. Torres
Ms. Diana G. Torres
Mr. David S. and Mrs. Ella K. Tossman
Mr. Donald and Mrs. Susan M. Tousignant
Mrs. Carole A. Trotter
Mr. Anatoly S. and Mrs. Nancy Turbin
Dr. Frank R. and Mrs. Marlene L. Turk
Ms. Jacquelyn Turner
Mr. Milton Tutko
Mr. Robert O. Tyler
Capt. Joni L. Henderson and Ms. Patricia A. Underbrink
Dr. Kirk VanGilder
Mr. Mohan M. Varthakavi
Mr. Joshua A. Veeder
Ms. Julia F. Velasquez
Mr. Dominic J. Vera
Ms. Kathleen M. Vesey
Ms. Mary T. Villemaire
Mr. Chester H. and Mrs. Heather D. Virnig
Visa Foundation
Ms. Roxane L. Voeller
Mr. Julius B. and Mrs. Florence C. Void
Mr. Justin D. Vollmar
Mr. Christopher and Mrs. Jennifer Wakeland
Mr. Marvin and Mrs. Judith R. Waldman
Ms. Linda A. Wall
Ms. Susan D. Wallace
Mrs. Marjorie Wallick
Mr. A. Peter Walsh* ∞
Mr. Mark A. and Mrs. Kathleen T. Walter
Mr. Slemo D. and Mrs. Charity R. Warigon
Mr. Corey L. Wascher
Mr. Timothy D. and Mrs. Christine A. Wata
Mr. Lemuel A. and Mrs. Ronda L. Watson
Dr. Martreece Watson
Mrs. Dawn K. Watts
Mr. Joseph D. and Mrs. Sue E. Weber
Mr. William and Mrs. Susan Webster
Mr. Charles M. and Mrs. Jennifer F. Weeks
Mr. James T. Weichel
Dr. Stephen F. and Dr. Mary T. Weiner
Mr. Michael H. and Mrs. Janet S. Weinstock
Mr. Robert Weinstock and Dr. Judith L. Mounty ∞
Ms. Wendi L. Weirach
Ms. Vanessa I. Weithers
Mr. Daniel Wendling and Ms. Jessica H. Chaiken
Mrs. Marian S. Wenzel
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wernick
Mr. Paul A. and Mrs. Becky S. Wernsing
Mr. George R. and Mrs. Nancy R. Westenberger
Mr. Keith D. Westhoelter
Ms. Lisa Weyerhaeuser ∞
Dr. Bruce A. and Dr. Barbara J. White
Mr. Barry N. White
Mr. Bill R. White* ∞
Mr. Brent and Mrs. Susan S. White
Mr. J. Sterling White* ∞
Ms. Laria E. White
Ms. Linda C. White
Mr. Roy M. and Mrs. Carolyn E. White
Ms. Mary Ann White-Pickering
Ms. Lori A. Whynot
Ms. Thushara T. Wijetilaka
Mr. David A. Wilcox and Ms. Sara L. Herzig ∞
Mr. John F. Wilcox
Mr. William G. and Mrs. Emilie J. Wilding
Andre Williams
Ms. Felicia A. Williams
Mr. Fred and Mrs. Pat Williams
Dr. Leandra Williams
Dr. Robert Lee Williams
Mr. Lionel L. Williamson ^
Mr. James M. and Mrs. Robin E. Wilson
Mr. John A. and Mrs. Mary R. Wilson
Dr. Kirk Wilson
Ms. Sharon D. Wilson
Mr. Mark Windham
Ms. Chanda M. Winesburg
Mr. Charles Wirick
Mr. Walter W. and Mrs. Janet A. Witzczak
Ms. Wanda D. Witzczak
Ms. Janet C. Withers
Mr. Thomas E. and Mrs. Heather M. Withrow
Mr. Raj T. and Mrs. Jennifer C. Witteborg
Mr. Christian N. and Mrs. Julie M. Wojnar
Mr. James R. and Mrs. Priscilla J. Womack
Ms. Lillian Woo
Mr. Edward P. and Mrs. Hazel Wood
Ms. Kathleen Wood
Dr. Kathleen M. Wood
Mr. Paul A. and Mrs. Christine R. Wood
Mr. Robert Schaufele and Ms. Luann Woodford
Ms. Betsy J. Woodrum
Stacy
Mr. Eric A. Woods
Alicia Wright
Mr. Leonard E. and Mrs. Deborah S. Wright
Mr. William J. Wright
Mr. Michael Yadgar
Mr. Donald R. and Mrs. Paula E. Yanke
Ms. Myra S. Yanke
Mr. Samuel L. Yates
Mr. Pete and Mrs. Lillian M. Yob
Ms. Jamie A. Yost
Mr. Erikson N. Young
Ms. Pamela Young-Holmes ∞
Mr. Vance S. Youngs and Ms. Pla Marie M. Paulone
Mr. Charles Yu
Mr. Paul M. and Mrs. Norma G. Zeringue
Ms. Simi R. Zfati
Mr. H. P. Zieler
Mr. Richard T. and Mrs. Kyra R. Zimber
Ms. Tiffany L. Zink
Ms. Marcia A. Zisman
Mr. James H. and Mrs. Glenda M. Zmjewski
Hashmat Zubair
Mr. Alen and Mrs. Jennifer A. Zuvic

*donor deceased
∞ = matching gift donor
^ = GivingTuesday donor
Gallaudet University gratefully acknowledges the faithful individuals who have made gifts to the University every year for the past 10 years or longer.

Mr. John L. Abbott and Ms. Virginia C. Borggaard
Mr. Makur A. Aciek and Ms. Eunice Malath
Dr. Donalda K. Ammons and Dr. Diane Dyer Morton
Mr. Leslie R. and Mrs. Mary E. Anderson
Mr. John-Samuel G. Atkinson
Mr. Jason A. and Ms. Shannon L. K. Augustine
Mr. Kenneth R. Austin and Ms. Christina Shen-Austin
Mr. Robert P. and Mrs. Kalliope D. Badavas
Mr. Richard R. and Ms. Becky Jo G. Baker
Mrs. Celia M. Baldwin
Ms. Rosanne E. Bangura
Rev. Candas I. Barnes
Mr. Raymond J. Bateh
Mr. Robert Bayley
Mr. Barry E. and Ms. Jean L. Bergey
Ms. Susan Bolotin
Mr. Lynn R. and Mrs. Touria O. Boren
Dr. Derek C. Braun and Dr. Tonya M. Stremlau
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin
Mr. Seth E. and Mrs. Neshmayda A. Bravin
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner
Ms. Claire M. Bugen
Dr. Teresa B. Burke
Mr. Stephen H. and Mrs. Joanne R. Burns
Mrs. Nancy N. Burri
Ms. Darian J. Burwell
Gambrell
Mr. Joseph P. and Mrs. Carleen F. Buschmann
Mr. Alex J. Caddy
Mr. Walter and Mrs. Franna L. Camenisch
Ms. Lynda Carter
Dr. John B. Christiansen
Ms. Emilia A. Chukwuma
Miss Dorothy L. Cohler
Dr. Amanda D. Connelly
Dr. Carolyn A. Corbett
Ms. Julie A. Dahlke
Mr. John T. Daigle
Dr. Robert R. Davila
Mr. Joseph A. Desiervi
Mr. Robert V. Dickerson
Mrs. Jackie Disharoon
Mr. Craig H. and Ms. Sarah B. Doleac
Mr. Thomas F. and Mrs. Laurie E. Dowling
Ms. Abigail R. Drake
Ms. Donna F. Drake
Mr. Lindsay R. B. Dunn and Mrs. Pauline D. Heard-Dunn
Dr. Charlene and Mr. John Dwyer
Dr. James W. and Mrs. Mary Louise Eagan
Mr. Jeffrey D. and Mrs. Lynn M. Eccles
Mr. Andrew M. and Mrs. Deborah A. Edwards
Mr. Timothy L. and Mrs. Sharon K. Elstad
Mr. Daniel Felder and Ms. Shelley J. Lawrence
Ms. Sara C. Finklea Vizzuto
Dr. Folami M. Ford
Mr. Lance A. and Mrs. Joan M. Forshay
Ms. Norma A. Fritsche
Ms. Dyanne M. Furtado
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis B. Galvan
Ms. Christine L. Gannon
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Mr. Warren E. Gillam
Mr. Lance Goldberg
Mr. Charles S. and Mrs. Stephanie Goldstein
Dr. Harvey and Mrs. Astrid A. Goodstein
Mr. Matt Goodstein
Ms. Shirley D. Hack-McCafferty
Ms. Heather Harker and Mrs. Jackie Woodside
Ms. Evelyn K. Harris
Dr. Robert I. Harris
Dr. Rachel M. Hartig
Ms. Joan S. Harvey
Mr. Stephon C. Healey
Capt. Joni L. Henderson and Ms. Patricia A. Underbrink
Mr. Ronald M. and Mrs. Catherine A. Hirano
Mr. Gregory J. and Mrs. Charmaine J. Hilbok
Mr. Charles A. and Mrs. Darla J. Holmes
Mr. Michael R. and Mrs. Karyl M. Hummel
Dr. Tom L. Humphries and Dr. Carol A. Padden
Anonymous (7)
Dr. T. Alan and Mrs. Vicki T. Hurwitz
Mr. Travis L. Imel
Mrs. Patricia L. Jacobs
Dr. Susan Jacoby
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
Mr. Vilas M. Johnson, Jr.
Ms. Allie M. Joiner and Ms. Estie L. Provow
Mr. Michael P. and Mrs. Susan J. Kaika
Mr. Adrian and Mrs. Gail S. Kantor
Mr. Roman J. Kazragis
Mr. Ryan K. and Mrs. Tracey M. Kempton
Mr. Nicholas G. and Mrs. Melissa J. Kiego
Dr. Christopher B. and Mrs. Michelle Krentz
Judge Warren J. and Mrs. Mary M. Krug
Ms. Betty J. Kuzoian
Dr. Eddy F. Laird
Ms. Mary Lynn Lally
Dr. Fat C. Lam
Ms. Kay Lam*
Mr. Harry O. and Mrs. Scarlett J. Larson
Mr. Glenn and Mrs. Stephanie D. Lockhart
Dr. Ceil Lucas
Rev. William A. Ludwig

*donor deceased in 2023
Dr. Daniel J. Lundberg and Mrs. Emily L. Smith-Lundberg
Dr. Linda Lytle
Mrs. Rita A. Manly
Mr. Allen L. and Mrs. Diana S. Markel
Mr. Charles E. and Mrs. Kathleen M. Marsh
Ms. Jean A. Martin
Mr. Brian T. Martinez
Mrs. Christi A. Mason
Mrs. Marlene T. Matthews
Dr. Carolyn D. McCaskill
Mrs. June E. McMahon
Mr. Kenneth C. Mikos
Ms. Tara J. Miles
Mr. Donald K. and Mrs. Diana S. Miskill
Mr. Jon E. and Dr. Julie C. Mitchiner
Mr. Juan W. Montesdeoca
Dr. Michael L. and Mrs. Diana L. Moore
Ms. Melinda K. Moore-Reins
Miss Jacqueline A. Muller
Mr. William H. Myers, III
Mr. Mark M. and Mrs. Connie S. Nagy
Mr. Michael E. and Mrs. Priscilla K. O'Donnell
Mr. Mohammad Obiedat
Mr. John R. Olver
Dr. David W. Pancost and Dr. Paige E. Franklin
Ms. Patricia Parker
Mr. Leonard J. Peacock
Mr. Larry V. Pearce and Ms. Catherine Valcourt-Pearce
Dr. David R. Penna
Ms. Deborah B. Penrose and Ms. Sara C. Winchester
Mr. Lawrence L. Petersen
Mr. Carl A. and Mrs. Kristan M. Pramuk
Ms. Rosalyn G. Prickett
Mr. Larry R. Puthoff
Mr. Gary A. and Mrs. Wanda W. Rafiq
Ms. Carolyn I. Ressler
Mr. David O. and Mrs. Alyce S. Reynolds
Dr. Lauri L. Rush
Mr. Clarence A. and Mrs. Karen Russell
Ms. Cynthia J. Sadoski
Ms. Thelma I. Schroeder
Mr. Christopher I. Sewell and Ms. Kitty A. Monahan Sewell
Mrs. Carolyn F. Shettle
Mr. Joel M. Silberstein
Mr. Donald Simonds
Mr. Bobby W. and Mrs. Francine M. Skedsmo
Mr. Michael F. Smith
Mr. Barry J. and Dr. Caroline M. Solomon
Mr. Leslie A. and Mrs. Aurora V. Solomon
Mr. Samuel M and Mrs. Marjorie L. Sonnenstrahl
Ms. Elizabeth D. Sorkin
Ms. Amy Stevens
Ms. Nicole A. Sutcliffe
Mr. Wade D. and Mrs. June A. Terry
Mr. Charles F. Theel
Mr. Steven R. and Mrs. Nancy L. Thompson
Mrs. Betty K. Van Tighem
Mr. Robert and Mrs. Janet E. Vance
Mr. Jose O. and Mr. Shawn D. Velasquez
Ms. Kathleen M. Vesey
Ms. Barbara Wagger
Dr. Qi Wang
Mr. Michael H. and Mrs. Janet S. Weinstock
Mr. Robert Weinstock and Dr. Judith L. Mounty
Ms. Lisa Weyerhaeuser
Ms. Vickie Z. Whetstone
Mr. David K. Wilcox
Mr. Lionel L. Williamson
Mr. Paul A. and Mrs. Christine R. Wood
Ms. Myra S. Yanke
Mr. Fang Zhou and Ms. Xiaohong Fang
Mr. H. P. Zieler
Ms. Marcia A. Zisman

*donor deceased in 2023
Gallaudet University established the Abraham Lincoln Legacy Society to recognize and honor those who established an endowment gift or made the University a beneficiary through a planned gift. Gallaudet gratefully acknowledges this outstanding commitment which will benefit the University for years to come.

Dr. Michael S. and Mrs. Virginia L. Adler
Mr. Tony Allicino
Mr. Franklyn A. and Mrs. Linda B. Amann
Donald K. Ammons and Dr. Diane D. Morton
Mr. Robert M. and Mrs. Christina B. Asbell
Ms. Kathryn A. Baldridge
Dr. Mary A. Thumann*
Mrs. Margaret V. Baldridge
Dr. Thomas F. Baldridge
Mr. Paul and Dr. Mary Jan Bancroft
Rev. Candas I. Barnes
Mr. Jack and Mrs. Dorothy Bender
Mrs. Grace Bender
Mr. David W. Berg*
Mrs. Diane Berg
Ms. Jessie M. Bodigian
Dr. Barbara A. Bodner-Johnson
Ms. Jane D. Bolduc
Mr. Edward H. Bosso
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin
Dr. Marquessa V. Brown
Mr. Robert J. Bufe
Anonymous (6)
Mrs. Pamela L. Bundy
Mr. Ronald C. and Mrs. Joyanne K. Burdett
Mrs. Ruth K. Burns
Mrs. Lois D. Burr
Mr. W. Lockwood and Mrs. Ann Burt
Mr. Arturo T. and Mrs. Loida R. Canlas
Mr. Michael M. and Mrs. Lucy C. Carney
Mrs. Vivian Carrico
Renee Casterline
Mr. Thomas S. and Mrs. Paula A. Chance
Mr. Alexander and Mrs. Marie Chough
Mrs. Nancy R. Chough
Ms. Emilia A. Chukwuma
Ms. Yvonne Clayton
Ms. Alexis Cole
Dr. Pamela F. Collins
Mr. Clark A. and Mrs. Rosalee B. Connor
Mrs. Sina Conte
Dr. Marie Coppola
Mr. Christopher W. and Mrs. Kathleen L. Cornils
Mr. Ruben and Mrs. Barbara Cortina
Mr. Jeffrey and Mrs. Wendy S. Cossman
Dr. Bernard P. Cox
Mr. Jameson and Mrs. Meredith Crane
Lisa Croneberg
Mickey Dale Family Foundation
Mr. Phillip H. and Mrs. Mary S. Dall
Dr. Robert R. Davila
Mr. Matthew E. Davis and Mr. Michael L. Kauf
Mr. Stephen C. Demuth
Dr. Michael L. Deninger and Mr. Michael R. Mayes
Mr. Anand Desai
Ms. Anjali Desai-Margolin
Mr. Amos G. and Mrs. Belle M. Draper
Ms. Yvonne M. Dunkle
Ms. JoAnn Duplechin
Dr. Wayne D. and Mrs. Susan E. DuPont
Mrs. Kathyrn J. Dysart
Mr. June R. Eastman
Mr. Richard and Mrs. Diana England
Mr. Alan M. and Mrs. Louise A. Fisch
Mr. Andrew R. and Mrs. Debra Fixman
Dr. Folami M. Ford
Mr. Bruce D. Franks
Mr. Joseph V. Fritsch
Mrs. Marilyn W. Galloway
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis B. Galvan
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Mr. Ernest E. Garrett, III
Dr. Lindsay I. Golden
Dr. Harvey and Mrs. Astrid A. Goodstein
Ms. Melody Grigar
Mr. Robert J. and Mrs. Bea H. Grossman
Dr. Ernest E. and Mrs. Mencie M. Hairston
Mr. Steve and Mrs. Ruth Handelsman
Ms. Abby R. Handzel
Ms. Kara M. Harksins and Andrea L. Shettle
Ms. Bennie Hart
Dr. Rachel M. Hartig
Ms. Eva L. Headley
Capt. Joni L. Henderson and Ms. Patricia A. Underbrink
Dr. Ricardo Hernandez and Ms. Lizabed Hawth
Ms. Shirley D. Hicks
Dr. Paul C. and Mrs. Leigh Higgins
Mr. Timothy M. and Ms. Kerry E. Hile
Mr. Stephen C. N. and Ms. Tawnv H. Hlibok
Mrs. Margaret D. Hobbs
Mr. Chris R. Hoerr and Mr. Cesar P. Morata
Dr. G. Richard and Dr. Jean E. Holt
Dr. T. Alan and Mrs. Vicki T. Hurwitz
Ms. Yolanda Irby-Smith
Mrs. Patricia L. Jacobs
Mr. James B. and Mrs. Dorinda L. Jenkins
Mr. Vilas M. Johnson, Jr.
Mrs. Berkley A. Johnston
Ms. Allie M. Joiner and Ms. Estie L. Provow
Dr. L. King and Mrs. Linda K. Jordan
Mr. Irwin and Dr. Harriet Feder Kaplan
Dr. Michael Kelly

*donor deceased in 2023
Ms. Irene S. Kennedy
Mr. Peter J. Kensicki
Mr. Nicholas G. and Mrs. Melissa J. Kiego
Mr. Michael W. Ketterer
Dr. Cynthia M. King
Mr. Marc T. Krohn
Dr. Eddy F. Laird
Dr. Fat C. Lam
Ms. Kay Lam*
Ms. Shirley J. Lane
Mrs. Betty M. Lawson
Ms. Claire LeBlanc
Ms. Kafi S. Lemons
Mrs. Aurelia C. Levendusky
Mrs. Judith Lipin
Mr. Andrew H. Lowe and Ms. Shelby X. Jia
Dr. Ceil Lucas
Ms. Laureen C. Lynch-Ryan
Mr. James R. and Mrs. Hollace L. Macfadden
Mrs. Ann Mancuso
Mr. Joel M. and Mrs. Harriet D. Marcus
Dr. David S. and Dr. Sue Martin
Mr. Lawrence J. and Mrs. Floraisa P. Mattivi
Ms. Suzanne Matura
Dr. Deborah M. McCaw
Dr. William P. McCrone
Mrs. June E. McMahon
Mr. Charles E. Merrill
Mrs. Barbara M. Meyer
Mr. Kenneth C. Mikos
Mr. Elwood L. and Mrs. Peggy A. Miles
Ms. Trudy Miller
Dr. Margery S. Miller
Mr. Jon E. and Dr. Julie C. Mitchiner
Mr. Richard K. and Mrs. Doreen J. Moore
Mr. Ronald Mortzfeldt in memory of Mrs. Jeanette Mortzfeldt
Ms. Sandra J. Moss
Ms. Charna Moulton Barret
Mr. Harold and Mrs. Mary A. Mowl
Miss Jacqueline A. Muller
Mr. Jarrod Musano
Mr. Michael D. Nakamoto and Dr. Chizuko Tamaki
Ms. Dierdre R. Nealy-Perry
Mr. James M. Neeley
Mr. Tony E. Nelson
Dr. Ronald E. and Mrs. Melvia M. Nomeland
Dr. Jerry L. Northern
Dr. Oscar L. Ocuto
Dr. Gina A. Oliva
Mr. Thomas O. and Mrs. Terri P. Otto-Bruc
Mr. James A. Pagano and Mrs. Laurie Petruccelli
Mr. David Peacock and Ms. Mary P. Werner
Ms. Deborah Penrose and Ms. Sara Winchester
Mr. John Perez and Mrs. Ann N. Lowry-Perez
Mr. Bruce W. and Mrs. Molly F. Peters
Mrs. Joyce Peterson
Dr. Albert T. Pimentel and Ms. Loraine J. DiPietro
Mr. James and Mrs. Kathy Potter
Mr. Mark Praigg
Mr. Randy A. Prezioso and Ms. Carlene D. Thumann-Prezioso
Ms. Frankie L. Price
Dr. Leonard S. Rakow
Dr. Krishnan Raman
Mr. Strother F. and Mrs. Cynthia Randolph
Mr. David R. Reekers and Mrs. Shanna G. Winesburg-Reekers
Mr. Merle W. and Mrs. Susan L. Reekers
Mr. David O. and Mrs. Alyce S. Reynolds
Mr. Wayne R. and Mrs. Catherine B. Reynolds
Ms. Arthur A. Roehrig
Mr. Clifford R. and Mrs. Nancy C. Rowley
Prof. Raphael J. and Mrs. Thanh Thanh T. Saint-Johns
Ms. Florence Sandler
Mrs. Ruth C. Schaffer
Dr. Betty J. Schuchman*
Mr. Louis J. and Mrs. Doris E. Schwarz
Mrs. Elda Signori
Ms. Elvi Siitonen
Mr. Joel M. Silverstein
Ms. Anne Simon
Ms. Emily Simon
Mr. Ira Simon
Mr. Jan and Mrs. Margott L. Skrobisz
Mr. David Rupert Smith and Dr. Patricia A. Smith
Mrs. Lesley R. Stahl
Mr. James D. Staton and Dr. Johnnetta B. Cole
Mr. Marshall Steel, Sr.
Mrs. Maria Quick Stewart
Mr. James Stokoe
Capt. William and Mrs. Kathleen W. Straight
Ms. Tamara A. Suiter and Mr. Derek Peterson
Ms. Jane A. Sutcliffe
Dr. Ronald E. Sutcliffe
Mr. Sean S. Sweeney
Mr. John Szoke and Ms. Sabina Klein
Mr. Allen Talbert and Ms. Lisa C. Jacobs
Mrs. Yoko Teramura
Mr. Steven R. and Mrs. Nancy L. Thompson
Judge Homer Thornberry
Mr. Steven L. Titlebaum
Rev. Gerard A. Trancone*
Mr. Harry A. Tremaine, Jr.
Dr. Frank R. and Mrs. Marlene L. Turk
Dr. David R. and Mrs. Susan G. Updegraff
Mr. James J. and Mrs. Elizabeth Valdez
Dr. Eugene Van Scott
Mr. Willie and Mrs. Diane Varner
Ms. Gloria T. Varriuer
Mr. Gary L. Viall
Mrs. Robin B. Viall
Ms. Ethel Walkus
Mr. John A. Walla
Mr. Slemo D. and Mrs. Charity R. Warigon
Mr. Fred S. Weiner
Dr. Stephen F. and Dr. Mary T. Weiner
Mr. Cole P. Werble
Ms. Lisa Weyerhaeuser
Ms. Carla Williams
Mr. Charles V. Williams and Mrs. Patricia Cangelosi-Williams
Mr. Jerry and Mrs. Yvonne Willoughby
Mr. Jack and Mrs. Karen L. Wilson
Mr. Dorian R. Yanke
Ms. Jamie A. Yost
Dr. Robert and Mrs. Miriam Zadak
Mrs. Etta Zappettini
Ms. Marcia A. Zisman

*donor deceased in 2023
Gallaudet University is very thankful to our alumni for their continued support of the University after graduation. We recognize the alumni who made gifts in 2023.

Class of 1950
Mr. Kenneth W. Norton

Class of 1953
Dr. Robert R. Davila

Class of 1954
Rev. William A. Ludwig
Mr. Leonard J. Peacock

Class of 1955
Mrs. Elaine M. Glennon
Mr. William J. Glennon
Mr. Earl A. Malloy
Mrs. Betty L. Moers

Class of 1956
Mr. Thomas R. Desrosier
Mr. Herbert W. Larson

Class of 1957
Mr. Ronald M. Hirano
Mr. Edmond K. Holland
Ms. Allie M. Joiner
Mrs. Caroline A. Larson
Mrs. Beverly A. LeMieux
Mr. Joseph S. Rose
Mrs. Kay F. Rose

Class of 1958
Dr. Deborah M. Blumenson
Mrs. Nedra J. Colley
Mrs. Margaret M. Hlibok
Dr. Ronald E. Nomeland
Mr. Clarence A. Russell, Jr.
Mrs. Nancy M. Taylor

Class of 1959
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner
Mrs. Joanne W. Brininstool
Mrs. Dorothy S. Casterline*
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Mr. Vilas M. Johnson, Jr.
Mr. Antonio G. Munoz
Mr. Herbert Rosen
Dr. Ronald E. Sutcliffe

Class of 1960
Mrs. Mary Ann D. Corson
Mr. Lawrence L. Petersen
Mrs. Wanda W. Rafiq
Mr. Stanley F. Smith
Mrs. Betty K. Van Tighem
Mr. David G. Wilding

Class of 1961
Mr. Don F. Chan
Dr. Ernest E. Hairston
Mr. Harry O. Larson, Jr.
Mrs. Melvia M. Nomeland

Class of 1962
Ms. Shirley D. Hicks
Mrs. Rita A. Manly
Mrs. Ruth P. Moore
Ms. Estie L. Provow
Dr. Roslyn G. Rosen
Mrs. Nancy C. Rowley

Class of 1963
Mr. Rocco J. C. DeVito, Jr.
Mrs. Diane L. Munoz
Dr. Jerry L. Northern
Mr. James L. Pedersen

Class of 1964
Mr. David L. Barnett
Mrs. Shirley A. Chadwick
Dr. Harvey J. Corson
Mrs. Alice B. Frick
Mr. Charles A. Giansanti
Mrs. Susan P. Giansanti
Mr. Harry P. McWee
Mrs. Judith W. Meador
Mrs. Susan V. Pedersen
Ms. Anne A. Wallis

Class of 1965
Mr. John L. Abbott
Mrs. Virginia K. Barlow
Mr. Robert L. Bergan
Mrs. Nancy R. Chough
Mrs. Donna L. DeVito
Mr. W. W. Frick
Mrs. Astrid A. Goodstein
Dr. Harvey C. Goodstein
Mrs. Beverly J. Huneycutt
Mrs. Helen L. Johnson-Peterson
Mr. Gilbert C. Lillie
Dr. William Marshall and Dr. Juanita Cebe
Mr. David R. Peterson
Mr. Clifford R. Rowley
Anonymous
Mr. Robert L. Scripter
Mr. Arthur G. Syrett
Mr. John A. Wilson

Class of 1966
Ms. Elaine L. Aiello
Ms. Hilary R. Aimbender
Mrs. Sally A. Barnett
Ms. Annette L. Black
Ms. Virginia C. Borggaard
Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin
Dr. Philip W. Bravin
Mr. Albert J. Couthen
Ms. Joan S. Harvey
Mr. Calvin J. Huneycutt
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
Mr. Henry J. Kaufman
Ms. Mary Lynn Lally
Mrs. Scarlett J. Larson
Mrs. Eileen H. Marchica
Mrs. Lois J. Morin
Mr. Kenneth W. Murray
Mr. Gary A. Rafiq
Elaine L. Rodgers
Ms. Sharon D. Wilson

Class of 1967
Mrs. Paula A. Chance
Mr. Arlen D. Finke
Mrs. Rita M. Finke
Mr. John R. P. French, III
Mrs. Barbara Kaufman
Mrs. Jacqueline A. Mann
Mr. Willis J. Mann*
Mr. Stanton K. Payne
Ms. Margo L. Poulain
Miss Anna M. Rinaldi
Mr. James E. Singleton
Mr. William R. Wales

Class of 1968
Dr. Glenn B. Anderson
Miss Eddie L. Bachus
Dr. Stephen C. Baldwin

*donor deceased in 2023
Ms. Jane D. Bolduc  
Mrs. Jenny S. Bourne  
Mr. Joseph P. Buschmann  
Mr. Clark A. Connor  
Mrs. Rosalee B. Connor  
Dr. Tom L. Humphries  
Mrs. Patricia L. Jacobs  
Mr. Richard J. Kendall  
Mr. Donald E. Kitson  
Mr. Charles E. Marsh, Jr.  
Mrs. Kathleen M. Marsh  
Mr. Edward T. McKenna  
Mr. Kenneth C. Mikos  
Dr. Michael L. Moore  
Mrs. Elaine E. Navratil  
Ms. Marcia S. Nowak  
Mr. John R. Olver  
Mr. Alex D. Richey, Jr.  
Mr. Louis J. Schwarz  
Mr. Bobby W. Skedsmo  
Mrs. Francine M. Skedsmo  
Mrs. Aurora V. Solomon  
Mr. Leslie A. Solomon  
Mr. Roy M. White  
Ms. Betty I. York  

Class of 1969  
Mrs. Mary M. Anderson  
Ms. Carole D. Arneson  
Miss Patricia C. Bailey  
Ms. Donna F. Drake  
Ms. Coletta A. Fidler  
Mr. Barry P. Harlan  
Mrs. Karen K. McKenna  
Mr. Larry R. Puthoff  
Anonymous  
Mrs. Janet A. Pyers  
Mr. Paul S. Pyers, Jr.  
Mrs. Doris E. Schwarz  
Mrs. Sue E. Weber  

Class of 1970  
Mrs. Celia May Baldwin  
Mrs. Margaret J. Bishop  
Mrs. Joyanne K. Burdett  
Mr. Ronald C. Burdett  
Mrs. Franna L. Camenisch  
Ms. Katherine A. Carver  
Mrs. Jackie Disharoon  
Mrs. Shelley L. Goul  
Dr. Robert I. Harris  
Mr. Elmer H. O. Hayes  
Mr. John A. Jacobsen  
Mrs. Mary A. Kraus  
Dr. Cynthia Neese Bailes  
Mr. Rodney C. Nunn  
Mr. Frederick M. Pickering  
Ms. Hilda J. Richey  
Mr. Joel M. Silberstein  
Ms. Dianne V. Stenz  
Mr. Charles F. Theel  

Class of 1971  
Mr. Leslie R. Anderson  
Mr. Michael E. Boyd  
Mr. Walter Camenisch, III  
Anonymous  
Dr. Clifton F. Carbin  
Miss Dorothy L. Cohler  
Mr. John T. Daigle  
Mr. Thomas F. Dowling  
Mr. Leslie R. Fisher  
Mr. Steven A. Frank  
Ms. Evelyn K. Harris  
Mrs. Karyl M. Hummel  
Mr. Michael R. Hummel  
Ms. Betty J. Kuzoian  
Dr. Fat C. Lam  
Mx. Rodney A. Navratil  
Mrs. Jacqueline E. Peterson  
Ms. Kathleen D. Setzer  
Ms. Rita A. Spencer  
Ms. Laura W. Sweeney  
Ms. Linda C. Tom  
Ms. Leslie J. Zinza  

Class of 1972  
Mrs. Beverly A. Alford  
Mr. Mark E. Alford  
Mr. William L. Bailes, III  
Mrs. Barbara A. Boyd  
Mr.Ratio Dawson  
Mrs. Laurie E. Dowling  
Mr. Mark R. Gunderson  
Mr. Clyde A. Jones  
Mrs. Kathleen D. Jones  
Mr. Samuel E. Jones  
Mr. Michael P. Kaika  
Mrs. Susan J. Kaika  
Mrs. Nancy Kelty-Jones  
Ms. Kay H. Lam  
Dr. Linda Lylte  
Mr. Brian L. Malzkuhn  
Ms. Jill K. Moebus  
Mr. Mark M. Nagy  
Mr. Frederick J. Newberry  
Ms. Gloria Pagan  
Dr. Vicki J. Shank  
Ms. Leslie J. Stefurak  
Ms. Judy L. Williams  
Mr. James R. Womack  
Mrs. Priscilla J. Womack  

Class of 1973  
Mrs. Daisy M. Alessi  
Ms. Paula J. Ammons  
Ms. Nona M. Balk  
Ms. Nancy A. Benedetto  
Mr. Paul M. Blicharz  
Mrs. Mary S. Boxer  
Mr. Robert G. Christiansen  
Mrs. Kathleen L. Cook  
Ms. Louise E. Dugan  
Mr. Gene R. Duve  
Mrs. Dinah L. Estes  
Mr. Joseph B. Estes  
Ms. Gena E. Fischer  
Mr. William D. Flatt  
Ms. Shirley A. Fritz  

Class of 1974  
Dr. Donalda K. Ammons  
Ms. Rena J. Arnold  
Mr. Timothy P. Balfe  
Mr. Ronald W. Betchtel  
Mr. Jimmie B. Bishop, Jr.  
Mr. Sherwood S. Boxer  
Mr. Harold M. Clapp  
Ms. Linda S. Headrick  
Mrs. Nyla M. Hostin  
Mr. Terry D. Hostin  
Mr. Roman J. Kazragis  
Mr. Terry A. Kohut  
Mrs. M. Arlene Kuschmider  
Ms. Vicki E. Lowen  
Mrs. Virginia A. Malzkuhn  
Mrs. June E. McMahon  
Mrs. Diana L. Moore  
Mr. Raymond C. Olson  
Mr. Marion L. Parrish, Jr.  
Mrs. Mary J. Parrish  
Mrs. Brenda S. Pickering  
Ms. Connie S. Gillett  
Mr. Myron G. Greenstone  
Mrs. Sharon A. Hayes  
Mr. Robert F. Hickey  
Mr. Mineo Hoshina  
Ms. Patricia L. Kidd  
Mrs. Jeri L. Koche  
Mrs. Janice A. McConahay  
Mr. Patrick J. McConahay  
Mr. Richard K. Moore  
Ms. Melinda K. Moore-Reins  
Mrs. Connie S. Nagy  
Ms. Mary J. Newell  
Ms. Marilyn O. Nixon  
Mrs. Claudette M. Ortega  
Mr. Barry J. Siebert  
Mr. Paul A. Wernsing  
Ms. Chanda M. Winesburg  
Mrs. Glenda M. Zmijewski  

Class of 1969  
Mrs. Mary M. Anderson  
Ms. Carole D. Arneson  
Miss Patricia C. Bailey  
Ms. Donna F. Drake  
Ms. Coletta A. Fidler  
Mr. Barry P. Harlan  
Mrs. Karen K. McKenna  
Mr. Larry R. Puthoff  
Anonymous  
Mrs. Janet A. Pyers  
Mr. Paul S. Pyers, Jr.  
Mrs. Doris E. Schwarz  
Mrs. Sue E. Weber  

Class of 1970  
Mrs. Celia May Baldwin  
Mrs. Margaret J. Bishop  
Mrs. Joyanne K. Burdett  
Mr. Ronald C. Burdett  
Mrs. Franna L. Camenisch  
Ms. Katherine A. Carver  
Mrs. Jackie Disharoon  
Mrs. Shelley L. Goul  
Dr. Robert I. Harris  
Mr. Elmer H. O. Hayes  
Mr. John A. Jacobsen  
Mrs. Mary A. Kraus  
Dr. Cynthia Neese Bailes  
Mr. Rodney C. Nunn  
Mr. Frederick M. Pickering  
Ms. Hilda J. Richey  
Mr. Joel M. Silberstein  
Ms. Dianne V. Stenz  
Mr. Charles F. Theel  

Class of 1971  
Mr. Leslie R. Anderson  
Mr. Michael E. Boyd  
Mr. Walter Camenisch, III  
Anonymous  
Dr. Clifton F. Carbin  
Miss Dorothy L. Cohler  
Mr. John T. Daigle  
Mr. Thomas F. Dowling  
Mr. Leslie R. Fisher  
Mr. Steven A. Frank  
Ms. Evelyn K. Harris  
Mrs. Karyl M. Hummel  
Mr. Michael R. Hummel  
Ms. Betty J. Kuzoian  
Dr. Fat C. Lam  
Mx. Rodney A. Navratil  
Mrs. Jacqueline E. Peterson  
Ms. Kathleen D. Setzer  
Ms. Rita A. Spencer  
Ms. Laura W. Sweeney  
Ms. Linda C. Tom  
Ms. Leslie J. Zinza  

Class of 1972  
Mrs. Beverly A. Alford  
Mr. Mark E. Alford  
Mr. William L. Bailes, III  
Mrs. Barbara A. Boyd  
Mr. Ratio Dawson  
Mrs. Laurie E. Dowling  
Mr. Mark R. Gunderson  
Mr. Clyde A. Jones  
Mrs. Kathleen D. Jones  
Mr. Samuel E. Jones  
Mr. Michael P. Kaika  
Mrs. Susan J. Kaika  
Mrs. Nancy Kelty-Jones  
Ms. Kay H. Lam  
Dr. Linda Lylte  
Mr. Brian L. Malzkuhn  
Ms. Jill K. Moebus  
Mr. Mark M. Nagy  
Mr. Frederick J. Newberry  
Ms. Gloria Pagan  
Dr. Vicki J. Shank  
Ms. Leslie J. Stefurak  
Ms. Judy L. Williams  
Mr. James R. Womack  
Mrs. Priscilla J. Womack  

Class of 1973  
Mrs. Daisy M. Alessi  
Ms. Paula J. Ammons  
Ms. Nona M. Balk  
Ms. Nancy A. Benedetto  
Mr. Paul M. Blicharz  
Mrs. Mary S. Boxer  
Mr. Robert G. Christiansen  
Mrs. Kathleen L. Cook  
Ms. Louise E. Dugan  
Mr. Gene R. Duve  
Mrs. Dinah L. Estes  
Mr. Joseph B. Estes  
Ms. Gena E. Fischer  
Mr. William D. Flatt  
Ms. Shirley A. Fritz  

Class of 1974  
Dr. Donalda K. Ammons  
Ms. Rena J. Arnold  
Mr. Timothy P. Balfe  
Mr. Ronald W. Betchtel  
Mr. Jimmie B. Bishop, Jr.  
Mr. Sherwood S. Boxer  
Mr. Harold M. Clapp  
Ms. Linda S. Headrick  
Mrs. Nyla M. Hostin  
Mr. Terry D. Hostin  
Mr. Roman J. Kazragis  
Mr. Terry A. Kohut  
Mrs. M. Arlene Kuschmider  
Ms. Vicki E. Lowen  
Mrs. Virginia A. Malzkuhn  
Mrs. June E. McMahon  
Mrs. Diana L. Moore  
Mr. Raymond C. Olson  
Mr. Marion L. Parrish, Jr.  
Mrs. Mary J. Parrish  
Mrs. Brenda S. Pickering
Mr. Alexander Q. Quaynor
Mrs. Renee M. Siebert
Dr. Marilyn J. Smith
Ms. Pauline E. Spanbauer
Mr. Lemuel A. Watson
Mr. Joseph D. Weber
Mr. David K. Wilcox
Mrs. Deborah S. Wright
Ms. Pamela Young-Holmes

Class of 1975
Ms. Sharon M. Bryant
Mr. Donald L. Crump, Sr.
Mr. Thomas E. Harbison, Jr.
Mr. Steven L. Heffley
Ms. Earnestine Henderson
Mr. Norman T. Ingram, Jr.
Mr. Arnie D. Koche
Dr. Eddy F. Laird
Ms. Linda K. Melnick
Ms. Marsha Miceli
Mr. Scott G. Morrison
Mr. Richard L. Pelletier
Mrs. Karen Russell
Mr. Robert E. Scheffel
Ms. Nomi R. Sklaire
Mr. Wade D. Terry, Jr.
Ms. Kathleen M. Vesey

Class of 1976
Mrs. Norma J. Clapp
Mr. Craig H. Doleac
Mr. John A. Hajduk
Mrs. Kathryn M. Harbison
Mr. Barry L. Hill
Mrs. Catherine J. Ingram
Dr. Elaine L. Jacobowitz
Mr. Raymond G. Lehmann, Jr.
Mr. Richard N. Malcolm
Ms. Sylvia K. Nystrom
Ms. Therese R. Pohl-Markowitz
Mrs. Alyce S. Reynolds
Mr. James A. Vail
Ms. Susan D. Wallace
Mr. Robert B. Weinstock

Class of 1977
Ms. Susan L. Berkeley
Miss Alice L. Bianco
Mr. Marlon B. Branton
Mr. Melvin S. Creamer
Mrs. Theresa L. Crump
Dr. Donna Eskwitt
Mr. Phillip S. Gabany
Mr. Ross A. Gilson
Mrs. Selina S. Gilson
Mrs. Mencie M. Hairston
Mrs. Francine K. MacDougall
Mr. Iosep W. MacDougall
Dr. Frederick R. Mangrubang
Mrs. Poh-Pin L. Mangrubang
Mrs. Barbara J. Mathis
Dr. Carolyn D. McCaskill
Mrs. Doreen J. Moore
Dr. Gina A. Oliva
Mrs. Mary J. Olson
Ms. Shelley J. Simms
Ms. Doreen L. Simons
Mr. Richard P. Suiter
Mr. Allen G. Talbert
Mr. Timothy D. Wata
Mrs. Ronda L. Watson
Dr. Stephen F. Weiner
Ms. Sylvia J. Wood

Class of 1978
Dr. Michael A. Bienenstock
Mr. Steven A. Blehm
Ms. Gretchen M. Buehler
Mrs. Adora R. Lehmann
Mrs. Deeadra S. Morrison
Dr. Stephen M. Nover
Mr. David O. Reynolds
Ms. Thelma L. Schroeder
Mrs. June A. Terry
Mrs. Janet S. Weinstock
Mrs. Mary R. Wilson
Ms. Betsy M. Wohl
Mrs. Paula E. Yanke
Mr. James H. Zmijewski

Class of 1979
Mr. Edward N. Burchette
Ms. Barbara J. Cassin
Ms. Yvonne M. Catt
Mr. Beng H. Lam
Ms. Ruth S. McLennon
Mr. Scott A. Recht
Ms. Jeanette Slone
Mr. Samuel M Sonnenstrahl
Mr. Thomas J. Taylor
Mrs. Carol J. Weyhrich
Ms. Sara C. Winchester

*donor deceased in 2023*
Class of 1980
Ms. Sandra D. Ammons
Mrs. Amy E. Branson
Dr. Lisa E. Brinks
Mr. John M. Burke
Mrs. Katherine Gabany
Dr. Thomas K. Holcomb
Ms. Lisa C. Jacobs
Dr. Lisa C. Jacobs
Dr. Katherine A. Jankowski
Mr. Adrian Kantor
Ms. Brenda M. LeMieux
Mr. Andrew H. Lowe
Dr. James A. Nickerson, Jr.
Ms. Ellen F. Rolader
Mr. Terry G. Shuman
Ms. Linda A. Stoltz
Ms. Marcia A. Zisman

Class of 1981
Mr. Bryan L. Branson
Ms. Patricia A. Branz
Dr. Michael L. Deninger
Mr. David W. King
Mr. Andrew J. Lange
Ms. Carolyn A. Markel
Ms. Cathleen M. Markland
Dr. Elizabeth A. Moore
Mrs. Julie A. Pearson-Clarke
Mr. Charles A. Riccio
Mrs. Margaret A. Stanton
Mrs. Donna J. Van Der Horn
Mrs. Janet E. Vance
Mr. Michael H. Weinstock
Ms. Elizabeth Weyerhaeuser
Mr. Mark Windham

Class of 1982
Miss Pamela K. Baldwin
Mrs. Laurie J. Ballinger
Dr. Andrew T. Brinks
Ms. Robyn L. Brown
Ms. Lynda Carter
Ms. Julie A. Dahlke
Ms. Sarah B. Doleac
Mr. Timothy L. Elstad
Mrs. Kimberly G. Galagan
Mr. Michael C. Galagan
Mrs. Leslie L. Hanaumi
Mr. Michael L. Kaufer
Mr. Thomas L. King
Ms. Darcie Y. LeMieux
Ms. Cynthia C. Mejia-Giudici
Mr. Keith Mousley
Mrs. Laurie A. Mousley
Mrs. Priscilla K. O'Donnell
Mr. Thomas E. Withrow, Jr.

Class of 1983
Mr. Lloyd M. Ballinger
Mrs. Deirdre N. Burchette
Mrs. Nancy L. Carrizales
Mrs. Mary S. Dall
Mr. Charles A. Holmes
Ms. Sandra D. Kimball
Ms. Sharon C. Kocher
Ms. Diana S. Markel
Dr. Jane F. Nickerson
Mr. Michael E. O'Donnell
Mr. Carl A. Pramuk
Ms. Cynthia J. Sadoski
Mr. Richard H. Sarkisian
Ms. Joan E. Stephens
Mr. Mohan M. Varthakavi
Ms. Mary T. Villemaire
Anonymous
Mrs. Karen A. Wales
Mrs. Jennifer C. Witteborg

Class of 1984
Mr. Joseph G. Ailstock
Mr. Michael Baer
Ms. Carol A. Budd
Mr. Dennis J. Cesone
Dr. David P. Corina
Mr. Lindsay R. B. Dunn
Mr. Glenn R. Eichensehr
Mr. Roland A. Granfors
Mr. Stephen C. N. Hlibok
Dr. Eileen F. McCartin
Mr. Robert F. Rouke
Ms. Deborah L. Sampson
Ms. Carol Ann Smalley
Mrs. Anni T. Tao
Mr. Raj T. Witteborg

Class of 1985
Ms. Emilia A. Chukwuma
Ms. Dyanne M. Furtado
Ms. Elizabeth T. Spiers
Ms. Catherine A. Sweet
Ms. Patricia A. Underbrink
Dr. Mary T. Weiner
Mr. William W. Wong

Class of 1986
Mrs. Michelle G. Ailstock
Mr. Raymond J. Bateh
Ms. Marianne K. Burchette
Mrs. Nancy L. Carrizales
Mrs. Mary S. Dall
Mr. Charles A. Holmes
Ms. Sandra D. Kimball
Ms. Sharon C. Kocher
Ms. Diana S. Markel
Dr. Jane F. Nickerson
Mr. Michael E. O'Donnell
Mr. Carl A. Pramuk
Ms. Cynthia J. Sadoski
Mr. Richard H. Sarkisian
Ms. Joan E. Stephens
Mr. Mohan M. Varthakavi
Ms. Mary T. Villemaire
Anonymous
Mrs. Karen A. Wales
Mrs. Jennifer C. Witteborg

Class of 1987
Mrs. Candace C. Anderson
Mr. James K. Ballmer
Mrs. Estella R. Bustamante
Mrs. Kathleen M. Cohen
Mr. Robert Gleicher
Mrs. Karen L. Goss
Mr. Zubair Hussain

Class of 1988
Mr. David A. Anderson
Mr. Jeffrey D. Anderson
Mr. Richard A. Ballard
Mrs. Bette S. Mayes
Mr. Arthur S. Moore
Mrs. Beth A. Moore
Mr. Bruce W. Peters
Mrs. Jaime L. Recht
Mrs. Marjorie L. Sonnenstrahl
Mrs. Kimberly L. Symansky
Ms. Carrie L. Tamashiro-Bush

Class of 1989
Ms. Minta B. Branch
Ms. Avonne M. Brooker-Rutowski
Mr. Jeffrey D. Eccles
Mrs. Lynn M. Eccles
Mrs. Kimberley A. Griffith
Mr. Gregory J. Hlibok, Esq.
Mr. Richard A. Jacobs
Mr. Gerald P. Kapsner
Mr. Alexander C. Leffers
Mr. Jeffrey E. McCray
Ms. Barbara A. Motylinski
Mr. Brendan P. Murphy
Ms. Deborah B. Penrose
Mrs. Molly F. Peters
Mrs. Kristian M. Pramuk
Mr. Jubril L. Rabiu

Ms. Janice M. Johnson
Mrs. Gail S. Kantor
Mrs. Erlinda G. Miller
Ms. Robyn Miller
Mr. Joseph H. Obermiller
Mrs. Laureen M. Obermiller
Mrs. Julia L. Petersen
Mr. Alfred Sonnenstrahl
Mr. Mark C. Tao
Mrs. Shu Chu C. Wong
Ms. Susan A. Walker
Ms. Tiffany S. Williams

Class of 1990
Mrs. Amy L. Amundsen
Mr. Jeffrey S. Bravin
Mr. Ritchie R. Bryant
Mr. Blaise Delahoussaye
Mrs. Judith M. Ercolino
Mr. Stephen J. Ercolino
Mrs. Rosemary A. Hadley
Dr. Susan Jacoby
Mr. David T. R. Letkiewicz
Ms. Heidi L. M. MacGlaughlin
Mr. Adam S. Novsam
Ms. Donna B. Platt
Dr. Khadijat K. Rashid
Mrs. Barbara B. Rauch
Mr. Paul R. Rutowski
Mr. Tristan Thunderbolt
Ms. Debra A. Trapani
Mr. David J. Weiss
Mr. Timothy T. Wood
Ms. Sally A. Zwicker

Class of 1991
Mr. Brian S. Bush
Mr. Eric G. Carlson
Mrs. Jennifer N. Dean
Mr. Joshua Finkle
Dr. Paige E. Franklin
Mr. Ernesto V. Freyre, III
Ms. Jennifer J. Furlano
Anonymous (2)
Mrs. Darla J. Holmes
Ms. Gerilyn M. Mu
Ms. Karen M. Olson
Dr. Cynthia J. Plue
Mr. Francis R. Porter, Jr.
Mrs. Amy D. Quaynor
Mr. Paul J. Rauch
Mrs. Christine A. Wata
Mr. David A. Wilcox

Ms. Lori M. Gordon
Mr. Aaron L. Gutzke
Mr. Scott L. Hakulin
Mrs. Tracey M. Kempton
Mr. Kevin I. Kovacs
Ms. Jennifer L. Kysella
Ms. Virginia S. Morford
Ms. Jill D. Naumann
Mrs. Janice L. Nierstedt-Keegan
Ms. Randi J. Pakula
Mr. Robert J. Shealy
Mr. Brian R. Thorn
Ms. Catherine Valcourt-Pearce
Ms. Wendy C. Wiatrowski

Class of 1992
Ms. Yael D. Agriss
Mr. Richard R. Baker
Mr. Jonathan A. Barnes
Mrs. Margaret R. Chastel
Dr. Susan Jacoby
Mr. Donald R. Cochran
Mrs. Bonita G. Ewan
Mrs. Joan M. Forshay
Mr. Lance A. Forshay
Ms. Sara L. Herzig
Mrs. Saba A. Hussain
Anonymous
Mr. Andrew D. Leffler
Ms. Lydia O. Olugbodi
Ms. Lorrie A. O’Neal
Stephenson
Mr. Sean M. Owens
Mr. Larry V. Pearce
Dr. Mary A. Seremeth
Mr. John D. Skjeveland
Mrs. Dawn K. Watts
Mr. John F. Wilcox
Ms. Janet C. Withers
Mrs. Christine R. Wood

Ms. Cara A. Barnett
Mr. Lynn R. Boren
Mrs. Naomi A. Bravin
Ms. Eleanor M. Brown
Mrs. Roberta L. Daniels

Class of 1993
Mr. Seth E. Bravin
Mr. Alex J. Caddy
Ms. Jessica H. Chaiken
Mr. James R. Edwards
Mrs. Charmaine J. Hlibok
Mr. Ryan K. Kempton
Mr. Jon E. Mitchiner
Ms. Patricia M. Shaffner

Class of 1994
Mr. Karl A. Ewan
Ms. Elise K. Nye
Ms. Marvice P. Robinson
Ms. Stephanie A. Sforza
Mrs. Katherine S. Shealy
Ms. Deborah B. Skjeveland
Ms. Christina J. Smith
Ms. Roxane L. Voeller

Ms. Yael D. Agriss
Mr. Richard R. Baker
Mr. Jonathan A. Barnes
Mrs. Margaret R. Chastel
Mr. Donald R. Cochran
Mrs. Bonita G. Ewan
Mrs. Joan M. Forshay
Mr. Lance A. Forshay
Ms. Sara L. Herzig
Mrs. Saba A. Hussain
Anonymous
Mr. Andrew D. Leffler
Ms. Lydia O. Olugbodi
Ms. Lorrie A. O’Neal
Stephenson
Mr. Sean M. Owens
Mr. Larry V. Pearce
Dr. Mary A. Seremeth
Mr. John D. Skjeveland
Mrs. Dawn K. Watts
Mr. John F. Wilcox
Ms. Janet C. Withers
Mrs. Christine R. Wood

Ms. Barbara L. Hussey
Mr. Robin L. Johnson
Dr. Dyan S. Kovacs
Ms. Lissette M. Molina
Ms. Jeanne M. Murphy
Mr. Scott A. ONeal
Ms. Sara R. Stallard
Dr. Leandra Williams
Mrs. Heather M. Withrow
Mrs. Maureen A. Yates
Dr. Mei L. Yeh-Kennedy

Class of 1995
Mr. Joshua A. Shaffner
Mr. Gregory M. Visco
Ms. Myra S. Visco

Class of 1996
Ms. Jessie H. Adner
Ms. Tiffanee B. Barnes
Mr. Jeffrey L. Branch
Dr. Juanita Cebe
Mr. Guillaume Chastel
Mr. Clyde F. Egbert
Mrs. Denise R. Egbert
Dr. Brian H. Greenwald
Mrs. Rebecca W. Greenwald
Anonymous
Ms. Karla A. Gunn
Ms. Judith A. Hummer
Mr. Lloyd E. Lindley, II
Dr. Lewis S. Lummer
Ms. Ursula E. Schultz

Class of 1997
Mr. Makur A. Aciek
Mrs. Neshmayda A. Bravin
Mr. Justen A. Burns
Ms. Darian J. Burwell
Gambrell
Mr. Jackson D. Busenbark
Ms. Abigail R. Drake
Mrs. Tara D. Finkle
Mrs. Katherine R. Fogarty
Mr. John P. Kennedy, Jr.
Mr. Glenn Lockhart
Mrs. Dana J. Miles
Ms. Tara J. Miles
Dr. Julie C. Mitchiner
Mrs. Jennifer Y. Ortiz
Mr. Fang Zhou

Class of 1998
Ms. Tammy L. Burns
Ms. Usherla R. Deberry
Ms. Iris Gomes
Mrs. Stephanie D. Hakulin
Mrs. Barbara L. Hussey
Mr. Robin L. Johnson
Dr. Dyan S. Kovacs
Ms. Lissette M. Molina
Ms. Jeanne M. Murphy
Mr. Scott A. ONeal
Ms. Sara R. Stallard
Dr. Leandra Williams
Mrs. Heather M. Withrow
Mrs. Maureen A. Yates
Dr. Mei L. Yeh-Kennedy

Class of 1999
Ms. Shannon L. K. Augustine
Mr. Sean L. Blake
Mrs. Heidi A. Branch

*donor deceased in 2023
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Ms. Aneesah A. Silvels

Class of 2013
Mr. Brian J. Bennett
Mrs. Emily A. Glenn-Smith
Ms. Marie Qualls
Dr. Martreece Watson

Class of 2014
Mrs. Alyssa G. Bennett
Mr. Bryan L. Davis
Mr. Roderick L. Stickley
Mr. Micah F. Traurig

Class of 2015
Ms. Loriel A. Cunningham
Mr. Myles A. Goldberg
Mr. Joshua G. Josa
Dr. Dae-Kun Kim
Ms. Rhiannon J. Le Lievre
Mr. Guthrie Nutter
Mr. Robert P. Todd
Miss Lucy E. Upah

Class of 2016
Ms. Andrea V. Vigil

Class of 2017
Ms. Sarah J. Honigfeld
Mr. Gabriel Saucedo-Romero

Class of 2018
Mr. Darrius N. Doe
Ms. Dayamaralri Espinosa
Mr. Trentavius T. Harper
Ms. Marissa McBride
Mr. Brian Peet

Class of 2019
Dr. Gregory T. Farber
Ms. Tayla S. Newman

Class of 2020
Ms. TraciAnn J. Hoglind
Mrs. Frances H. P. Nazloo
Mr. Benjamin M. Nzyuko
Dr. Laura N. Opsahl

Class of 2021
Ms. Zoe Aquilino
Ms. Lyndsey Cox
Anonymous
Mr. Joshua A. Veeder

Class of 2022
Dr. Laurie R. Reinhardt
Ms. Rachel Sortino

Class of 2023
Ms. Taylor A. Paglieri
Mr. Michael Seidman
Ms. Amanda Southerland
Mr. Dalton Z. Taylor

*donor deceased in 2023

FACULTY AND STAFF DONORS

Gallaudet University gratefully acknowledges faculty and staff members who generously donated to the University in 2023.

Mr. Makur A. Aciek
Ms. Paula J. Ammons
Mr. John-Samuel G. Atkinson
Ms. Shannon L. K. Augustine
Ms. Kari E. Bahl
Mr. Richard E. Bailey
Mr. Richard R. Baker
Ms. Krystin M. Balzarini
Ms. Rosanne E. Bangura

Ms. Stephanie S. Baran
Rev. Candas I. Barnes
Ms. Tiffanee B. Barnes
Derrick J. Behm
Ms. Marianne K. Belisky
Mrs. Alyssa G. Bennett
Mr. Brian J. Bennett
Ms. Evon J. Black
Mr. Lynn R. Boren
Dr. Miriam E. Bowman
Dr. Derek C. Braun

Miss Kathleen L. Brockway-Aiple
Ms. Avonne M. Brooker-Rutowski
Dr. Jeremy L. Brunson
Mr. Ritchie R. Bryant
Dr. Teresa B. Burke
Mr. Justen A. Burns
Ms. Tammy L. Burns
Ms. Lynda Carter
Dr. Juanita Cebe

Mr. Jonathan W. Cetrano
Ms. Leela D. Chaitoo
Ms. Emilia A. Chukwuma
Ms. Kyle A. Clark
Dr. Pamela F. Collins
Dr. Carolyn A. Corbett
Ms. Roberta J. Cordano
Ms. Lyndsey Cox
Ms. Aireyonah E. Crockett
Ms. Loriel A. Cunningham
Ms. Mary P. Dakim
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Mrs. Roberta L. Daniels
Mr. Bryan L. Davis
Mr. Sean Dean
Mr. Joseph A. Desiervi
Ms. Isabelle M. Diaz
Mr. Robert V. Dickerson
Mr. Darrius N. Doe
Ms. Sarah B. Doleac
Ms. Abigail R. Drake
Ms. Florence L. Dunn
Mr. Lindsay R. B. Dunn
Ms. Deborah A. Edwards
Mrs. Bregitt V. Endicott
Mr. Philip M. Endicott
Mr. Jared Evans
Dr. Gregory T. Farber
Mr. Daniel R. Fava
Ms. Sara C. Finklea Vizzuto
Mr. Cress L. L. Fisher
Dr. Folami M. Ford
Ms. Audrey L. W. Foster
Dr. Paige E. Franklin
Ms. Jennifer J. Furlano
Mr. Kai L. Gagnon
Ms. Christine L. Gannon
Ms. Michelle Gerson-Wagner
Ms. Allison R. Gibbons
Mr. Myles A. Goldberg
Mr. Charles S. Goldstein
Dr. Brian H. Greenwald
Ms. Karla A. Gunn
Ms. Shirley D. Hack-McCafferty
Ms. Smitha Hanumantha
Ms. Katherine H. Harker
Dr. Kristen C. Harmon
Mr. Stephon C. Healey
Ms. Tawny H. Hlibok
Dr. Julie A. Hochgesang
Ms. Sarah Hoggard
Ms. Sarah J. Honigfeld
Dr. Petra M. Horn-Marsh
Ms. Sarah M. Houge
Mrs. Saba A. Hussain
Mr. Travis L. Imel
Ms. Katja P. Jacobs
Dr. Susan Jacoby
Mr. Joshua G. Josa
Mr. Jaylen Johnson
Mr. Jesse Jones, III
Mr. Ryan K. Kempton
Mrs. Tracey M. Kempton
Mr. Nicholas G. Kiego
Dr. Dae-Kun Kim
Dr. Caroline M. Kobek Pezzarossi
Lauren Kohsmann
Ms. Darla R. Konkel
Mr. Kevin I. Kovacs
Dr. Tugba Kucukkal
Ms. Phoene F. Kuo
Ms. Erin M. Land Brown
Mr. Alexander C. Leffers
Mr. David T. R. Letkiewicz
Mr. Lawrence Lewis
Ms. Amy G. Lindley
Mr. Glenn Lockhart
Dr. Daniel J. Lundberg
Dr. Linda Lyle
Ms. Melissa A. Malzkuhn
Ms. Diana S. Markel
Mrs. Christi A. Mason
Dr. Carolyn D. McCaskill
Mr. Thomas M. McKnight
Mr. Earl B. Mikell, III
Ms. Tara J. Miles
Ms. Sarah D. Miller
Ms. Kati D. Mitchell
Ms. Kelsey M. Mitchell
Dr. Julie C. Mitchiner
Ms. Rezenet Moges-Riedel
Ms. Lissette M. Molina
Ms. Kitty A. Monahan
Sewell
Dr. Elizabeth A. Moore
Dr. Diane Dyer Morton
Dr. Kristin J. Mulrooney
Ms. Jill D. Naumann
Mr. Long M. Nguyen
Ms. Onudeah D. Nicolarkis
Mr. Adam S. Novsam
Ms. Stacy A. Nowak
Mr. Guthrie Nutter
Ms. Elise K. Nye
Mr. Benjamin M. Nzyuko
Mrs. Laureen M. Obermiller
Dr. Mohammad Obiedat
Mrs. Priscilla K. O’Donnell
Mr. Oladimeji O. Okeniyi
Ms. Taylor A. Paglieri
Mrs. Younghae Park
Ms. Patricia Parker
Mr. Brian Peet
Dr. David R. Penna
Mx. Meredith M. Peruzzi
Mr. Nicolas J. Pezzarossi
Dr. Pilar Pinar
Ms. Rachel G. Pizzie
Dr. Allison M. Polk
Mr. Carl A. Pramuk
Ms. Rosalyn G. Prickett
Dr. Lorna Quandt
Mr. Khadijat K. Rashid
Dr. Charles B. Reilly
Ms. Carolyn I. Ressler
Ms. Wanda A. Riddle
Mrs. Carrie A. Robarge
Dr. Lauri L. Rush
Ms. Rebecca G. Rydstrom
Mr. Jesse B. Saunders
Dr. Ellen Schaefer-Salins
Ms. Ellen Schein
Mr. Alexander Schoenfeld
Ms. Ursula E. Schultz
Dr. Mary A. Seremeth
Ms. Kathleen D. Setzer
Mr. Christopher I. Sewell
Ms. Stephanie A. Sforza
Mrs. Deborah F. Shaw
Mr. Justin M. Shaw
Ms. Christina Shen-Austin
Ms. Deborah B. Skjeveland
Mr. John D. Skjeveland
Dr. Marilyn J. Smith
Ms. Sophara Sok
Mr. Barry J. Solomon
Dr. Caroline M. Solomon
Ms. Pauline E. Spanbauer
Ms. Sara R. Stallard
Ms. Amy Stevens
Mr. Roderick L. Stickley
Dr. Tonya M. Stremlau
Ms. Tamara A. Suiter
Ms. Nicole A. Sutliffe
Dr. Chizuko Tamaki
Mrs. Brandi C. TenEyck-Martell
Ms. Danielle A. Thompson
Mr. Robert P. Todd
Anonymous (4)
Ms. Debra A. Trapani
Miss Lucy E. Upah
Ms. Catherine Valcourt-Pearce
Dr. Kirk VanGilder
Dr. Miako N. P. Villanueva
Dr. Qi Wang
Dr. Martreece Watson
Mrs. Dawn K. Watts
Mr. Robert B. Weinstock
Ms. Vickie Z. Whetstone
Ms. Laria E. White
Ms. Wendy C. Wiatrowski
Ms. Laura G. Willey-Saunders
Ms. Felicia A. Williams
Dr. Landra Williams
Mr. Lionel L. Williamson
Mrs. Christine R. Wood
Mr. Paul A. Wood
Ms. Myra S. Yanke
Ms. Jamie A. Yost
Mr. Fang Zhou
Gallaudet University gratefully acknowledges the gifts made to the University in 2023 from the following organizations, corporations, matching gift companies, corporate foundations, and private foundations.

$1,000,000 and above
- The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
- Anonymous

$400,000 - $999,999
- Lego Foundation
- Johnson Scholarship Foundation (JSF)
- The Maguire Foundation
- Sorenson Communications, Inc.

$100,000 - $300,000
- The Coca-Cola Company
- The Coca-Cola Foundation, Inc.
- Philadelphia Insurance Companies Foundation
- Visa Foundation

$25,000 - $99,999
- The Canadian Hearing Services
- Chesapeake Bay Trust
- Convo Communications, LLC
- Fortegra Insurance
- Greater Washington Partnership
- International Alumnae of Delta Epsilon Sorority (IADES)
- W. K. Kellogg Foundation
- MSSD Alumni Association

$10,000 - $24,999
- American Association of People with Disabilities (AAPD)
- Ariel Alternatives, LLC
- Bou Family Foundation, Inc.
- Class of 1972
- Class of 1973
- Anonymous
- Gallaudet University Alumni Association
- Hattie M. Strong Foundation
- Hebrew Association of the Deaf, Inc.
- HumanitiesDC
- Kantor Foundation, Inc.
- Mars Foundation
- New Jersey Road Runners Youth Foundation
- State Farm Insurance Companies

$5,000 - $9,999
- American Academy of Audiology Foundation (AAAF)
- Carmel Partners
- Class of 1965
- Class of 1974
- Cognitive Science Society
- Gables Residential

$1,000 - $4,999.99
- Alpha Sigma Pi Fraternity
- Chaffin Weir Foundation
- Class of 1959
- Class of 1966
- Class of 1968
- Class of 1969
- Class of 1970
- Class of 1971
- Class of 1976
- Deaf & Hard of Hearing Services of the Treasure Coast
- The Durkin Agency
- Echo 360
- Free State (Maryland)
- GUAA Chapter
- Gallaudet Chapter of Student Academy of Audiology
- Gallaudet University Graduate Student Association
- Jeff Greenberg Charitable Foundation Trust
- The #3 Damar Hamlin DC Buffalo Bills Backers Group
- Hobson Lucas Family Foundation

$500 - $999
- Ann Bancroft Foundation
- Bentley Systems, Inc.
- Class of 1983
- Class of 1992
- The Flinaz Gals
- Heritage Interpreting LLC
- National Grange
- Richard Rex Ponn Foundation
- Toyota
- Wantagh Deaf Seniors Center

Up to $499
- Amazon Smile Foundation
- Athletic Greens
- Chemeketa Community College
### ESTATE GIFTS

**Gallaudet University gratefully acknowledges the following legacy gifts received in 2023.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estate of Mrs. Virginia Berardino</th>
<th>Estate of Mrs. Suzanne M. Levesque</th>
<th>Estate of Ms. Lillian Pontone</th>
<th>Estate of Dr. Betty J. Schuchman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estate of Dr. Sonia Berman</td>
<td>Estate of Ms. Evelyne T. Pontone</td>
<td>Estate of Mrs. Marthada Reed</td>
<td>Estate of Ms. Goldie Trboyevich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate of Mr. Leonard Cutler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Estate of Mr. A. Peter Walsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gallaudet University gratefully acknowledges the following donors who made in-kind donations in 2023.

Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin
Caption Anywhere, LLC

Anonymous
Interpreter - NOW

Mr. Robert A. and Mrs. Jacqueline Laskoff

Mr. Glen W. and Mrs. Marie Sutcliffe
AN APPRECIATION OF DOROTHY CASTERLINE

Dorothy “Dot” Chiyoko Sueoka Casterline, ’58 & H-’22, may have been known as a quiet observer who eschewed praise and attention, but her brilliance and work in codifying American Sign Language was revolutionary. Along with the late Carl Croneberg, ’55, and noted linguist and Gallaudet English professor Dr. William C. Stokoe, H-’88, Casterline conducted much of the painstaking field research that led to the formal recognition of American Sign Language in the late 1950s and early 1960s. She and Croneberg were awarded honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degrees during Gallaudet’s 152nd Commencement in May 2022.

After graduating from high school, Casterline worked for three years, then enrolled at Gallaudet College, where she completed the requirements for her bachelor’s degree in English in just three years. She was the first Native Hawaiian student to receive a Gallaudet degree. As a student, she wrote for The Buff and Blue newspaper and was a member of the Delta Epsilon Sorority. During her senior year, she was the first and only student to be elected to the new, faculty-organized Phi Alpha Pi Honor Society established on campus the previous year.

While a senior at Gallaudet, Stokoe recruited her to collaborate with him in the first scientific study of Deaf people using sign language. Stokoe valued her sharp eye for detail, which made her indispensable in transcribing signs. Little did Casterline know at the time that she was taking part in a study that would eventually lead to nothing short of a renaissance in the history of the Deaf community – the universal recognition that sign languages are true, natural, structured languages, not merely gestures, as most linguists believed up until this revolutionary study.

After Casterline graduated, she joined the faculty of Gallaudet’s Department of English. She balanced her workload between teaching and working with Gallaudet’s new, grant-funded Linguistics Research Laboratory. The result was the landmark 1965 publication, A Dictionary of American Sign Language on Linguistic Principles, compiled by Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg. Another significant outgrowth of their efforts was the 1971 transformation of Gallaudet’s Linguistic Research Laboratory into an autonomous research facility. This, in turn, was the genesis of the world-renowned Department of Linguistics that was founded a decade later, training students to carry forward the mantle of sign language research.

Casterline passed away on August 8, 2023 at 95 years old. In 2023, she was a Gold Level Plus donor in the President’s Circle. A new endowed scholarship fund was created to honor the work of Casterline, Stokoe, and Croneberg. The Stokoe, Croneberg, and Casterline Linguistics Fund supports international students from underrepresented countries who wish to study sign language, particularly their own sign language. Preference will be given to international graduate students majoring in linguistics.
IN HONOR AND MEMORIAM

Gallaudet University gratefully acknowledges the following donors who made tribute gifts in 2023.

In memory of Dr. Robert S. Ackley
Dr. Amanda D. Connelly
Mr. Shawn and Mrs. Katherine A. Zeller

In memory of Dr. Isaac O. Agboola, '81 & G-'83
Mr. Ryan D. and Mrs. Jennifer E. Apple
Mr. Craig H. and Ms. Sarah B. Doleac
Dr. Folami M. Ford

In memory of Ms. Caroline C. Alfano
Mr. Mark and Mrs. Lisa Freedman

In memory of Mr. Jason W. Ammons
Class of 1973

In memory of Mr. Alan Ander
Mr. Sidney and Mrs. Barbara Ander
Class of 1971
Linda, Scott, Dana Landis & Family

In honor of Dr. Glenn B. Anderson
Dr. Tom L. Humphries and Dr. Carol A. Padden

In memory of Ms. Mary L. Arnold
Mr. Harry O. and Mrs. Scarlett J. Larson

In memory of Dr. Peter C. Badavas
Mr. Robert P. and Mrs. Kallioppe D. Badavas

In memory of Mr. Douglas D. Bahl
Mr. Timothy P. Balfe

In honor of Candias Ifama Barnes
Ms. Loretta Neumann

In honor of Rev. Candias I. Barnes’ birthday
Rev. Candias I. Barnes
Ms. Lynda Carter
Ms. Leela D. Chaitoo
Ms. Monique d’Almeida
Nancy S. Smith
Judith Tiger
Dr. Martreece Watson
Mr. Robert Weinstock and Dr. Judith L. Mounty

In memory of Mr. Alan R. Barwiolek
Dr. Eddy F. Laird

In memory of Mr. Thomas W. Bastean, Jr.
Mrs. Judith A. Bastean

In memory of Mrs. Joan M. Bates
Ms. Cynthia J. Sadoski

In memory of Mr. Benjamin Baylor
Mr. Barry P. and Mrs. Jean S. Berube

In memory of the late Thomas O. Berg, ’44
Mr. Robert E. Scheffel

In memory of Mr. Randall K. Biser
Class of 1969
Mr. Edward T. and Mrs. Karen K. McKenna

In memory of Ms. Evon J. Black
Mr. Jonathan W. Cetrano and Dr. Laura N. Opsahl
Mr. Nicholas G. and Mrs. Melissa J. Kiego
Mrs. Kaitlin M. Luna

In memory of Mr. Richard Blankmeyer
Mr. Steven L. Titlebaum

In honor of Mr. John A. Borkowski
Mrs. Norine Borkowski

In memory of Mr. Francis J. Bourne
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner
Mr. Clark A. and Mrs. Rosalee B. Connor

In honor of Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin
Mr. Donald A. Galloway

In memory of Mima Bravo
Mr. Robert and Mrs. Janet E. Vance

In memory of Mrs. Kathryn Brill
Class of 1969
Mr. Edward T. and Mrs. Karen K. McKenna

In memory of Mr. Emanuel H. Bundy, Sr.
Ms. Nadene R. Peters-Jones

In memory of Dr. Howard R. Busby
Dr. Harvey and Mrs. Astrid A. Goodstein

In honor of Mr. William A. Caldwell
Miss Kathleen L Brockway-Aiple

In honor of Dr. Robbie J. Carmichael
Mrs. Daisy Carmichael

In memory of Sis & Casey Carola
Ms. Helena Schmitt

In memory of Mrs. Dorothy S. Casterline’s 95th birthday
Ms. Mary T. Casterline Heron
In honor of the Class of 2023 Graduates
Ms. Danielle Puzio

In memory of Mr. Frank M. Conte
Anthony Luparello

In memory of Ms. Audrey C. Cooper
Dr. Charles B. Reilly

In honor of Ms. Roberta J. Cordano
Dr. Charlene and Mr. John Dwyer

In memory of Ms. Roberta J. Cordano’s 60th birthday
Mr. David G. Markowitz and Ms. Therese R. Pohl-Markowitz

In honor of President Roberta Cordano’s Women of the Year Honoree
Ms. Danielle Puzio

In honor of Ms. Jessica M. Crane’s birthday
Mr. William D. and Mrs. Christine Dargusch

In memory of Ms. Marietta S. Crichlow
Ms. Linda C. White

In honor of Lenora Culpher
Mrs. Dawn K. Watts

In memory of Sabrina Dannihan
Mr. Charles Wirick

In memory of Mr. Taras B. Denis
Ms. Hilary R. Aimbender

Dr. Deborah M. Blumenson
Mr. Joel M. Silverstein

In honor of Melissa Draganac-Hawk’s appointment to the Gallaudet Board of Trustees and her selection as head of School at PSD
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In memory of Mr. Darrell R. Drake
Mr. Reva J. and Mrs. Regina Hall
Mr. Brian S. Bush and Ms. Carrie L. Tamashiro-Bush

In honor of Mr. Randy and Mrs. Diana Drummer
Ms. Judith Dremin

In memory of Mrs. Elinor C. Eastman
Ms. Hilary R. Aimbender
Mr. Jerry and Mrs. Laura Delaup
Mr. Arthur F. and Mrs. Diane E. Kingsbury
Mr. Clarence A. and Mrs. Karen Russell

In memory of Dr. Gilbert C. Eastman
Ms. Judith A. Hummer

In memory of Mrs. Elinor C. Eastman
Ms. Hilary R. Aimbender
Mr. Jerry and Mrs. Laura Delaup
Mr. Arthur F. and Mrs. Diane E. Kingsbury
Mr. Clarence A. and Mrs. Karen Russell

In memory of Dr. Charles R. Ely
Mrs. Jean S. Brandt

In memory of Dr. Charles R. Ely
Mrs. Jean S. Brandt

In memory of Sabrina Rebecca Gibson Eubanks-Pope
Anonymous
The Bass Sneed Sherizen Family
Mr. Ralph Picker

In memory of Mr. Samuel M. Franklin
Dr. Carolyn A. Corbett
Anonymous

In honor of Mrs. Amy M. Fenicle
Mr. Ronald L. and Mrs. Judy Rosenow

In memory of Ms. Genie E. Fischer
Class of 1973

In honor of the Class of 1959
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner
Class of 1959

In memory of Mrs. Dorothy S. Casterline
Mrs. Joanne W. Brininstool
Renae Casterline
Lisa Craneberg
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
Mr. Edmond J. and Mrs. Patricia Panavich

In memory of Ms. Zaynite Castro
Juana Medina

In memory of Dr. Stephen Barry Chaikind
Ms. Hinda R. Chaikind

In memory of Dr. Shirley Childress
Dr. Folami M. Ford
Ms. Janice M. Johnson

In memory of Dr. Steven K. Chough
Mr. Ryan D. and Mrs. Jennifer E. Apple
Mr. Alexander and Mrs. Marie Chough
Betty Paugh

In memory of the Class of 1972
Class of 1972

In memory of the Class of 1976
Mr. David O. and Mrs. Alyce S. Reynolds

In memory of the Class of 2023 Graduates
Ms. Danielle Puzio

In memory of Mr. Frank M. Conte
Anthony Luparello

In memory of Ms. Audrey C. Cooper
Dr. Charles B. Reilly

In honor of Ms. Roberta J. Cordano
Dr. Charlene and Mr. John Dwyer

In memory of Ms. Roberta J. Cordano’s 60th birthday
Mr. David G. Markowitz and Ms. Therese R. Pohl-Markowitz

In honor of President Roberta Cordano’s Women of the Year Honoree
Ms. Danielle Puzio

In memory of Ms. Jessica M. Crane’s birthday
Mr. William D. and Mrs. Christine Dargusch

In memory of Ms. Marietta S. Crichlow
Ms. Linda C. White

In honor of Lenora Culpher
Mrs. Dawn K. Watts

In memory of Sabrina Dannihan
Mr. Charles Wirick

In memory of Mr. Taras B. Denis
Ms. Hilary R. Aimbender

Dr. Deborah M. Blumenson
Mr. Joel M. Silverstein

In honor of Melissa Draganac-Hawk’s appointment to the Gallaudet Board of Trustees and her selection as head of School at PSD
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In memory of Mr. Darrell R. Drake
Mr. Reva J. and Mrs. Regina Hall
Mr. Brian S. Bush and Ms. Carrie L. Tamashiro-Bush

In honor of Mr. Randy and Mrs. Diana Drummer
Ms. Judith Dremin

In memory of Mrs. Elinor C. Eastman
Ms. Hilary R. Aimbender
Mr. Jerry and Mrs. Laura Delaup
Mr. Arthur F. and Mrs. Diane E. Kingsbury
Mr. Clarence A. and Mrs. Karen Russell

In memory of Dr. Gilbert C. Eastman
Ms. Judith A. Hummer

In memory of Mrs. Elinor C. Eastman
Ms. Hilary R. Aimbender
Mr. Jerry and Mrs. Laura Delaup
Mr. Arthur F. and Mrs. Diane E. Kingsbury
Mr. Clarence A. and Mrs. Karen Russell

In memory of Dr. Charles R. Ely
Mrs. Jean S. Brandt

In memory of Dr. Charles R. Ely
Mrs. Jean S. Brandt

In memory of Sabrina Rebecca Gibson Eubanks-Pope
Anonymous
The Bass Sneed Sherizen Family
Mr. Ralph Picker

In memory of Mr. Samuel M. Franklin
Dr. Carolyn A. Corbett
Anonymous

In honor of Mrs. Amy M. Fenicle
Mr. Ronald L. and Mrs. Judy Rosenow

In memory of Ms. Genie E. Fischer
Class of 1973

In honor of the Class of 1959
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner
Class of 1959

In memory of Mrs. Dorothy S. Casterline
Mrs. Joanne W. Brininstool
Renae Casterline
Lisa Craneberg
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
Mr. Edmond J. and Mrs. Patricia Panavich

In memory of Ms. Zaynite Castro
Juana Medina

In memory of Dr. Stephen Barry Chaikind
Ms. Hinda R. Chaikind

In memory of Dr. Shirley Childress
Dr. Folami M. Ford
Ms. Janice M. Johnson

In memory of Dr. Steven K. Chough
Mr. Ryan D. and Mrs. Jennifer E. Apple
Mr. Alexander and Mrs. Marie Chough
Betty Paugh

In memory of the Class of 1972
Class of 1972

In memory of the Class of 1976
Mr. David O. and Mrs. Alyce S. Reynolds

In memory of Mrs. Carole A. Trotter

In memory of Mrs. Ina P. Ewa
Class of 1973

In memory of Betsy Faupel
Ms. Mary M. Hall

In memory of Mrs. Amy M. Fenicle
Mr. Ronald L. and Mrs. Judy Rosenow

In memory of Ms. Genie E. Fischer
Class of 1973

In honor of the five co-researchers in Dr. Folami M. Ford’s doctoral study, “Interpreting While Black: A Phenomenological Study of the Lived Reality of African American ASL-English Interpreters” and in honor of her dissertation committee members (Brenda Nicodemus, Emily Shaw, Audrey Cooper, Carolyn McCaskill and Mary Thumann*)

Dr. Folami M. Ford

*donor deceased in 2023
In honor of Louise B. Miller and all black women who fought for their children’s rights to education and freedom
Ms. Jennifer J. Furlano

In honor of the Center of Black Deaf Studies
Ms. Areyonah E. Crockett

In honor of Risk Management students
Mr. Martin Sarsfield

In honor of the Faculty of English Department
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson

In honor of the Faculty in STAMP
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson

In memory of Dr. Victor H. Galloway
Mrs. Marilyn W. Galloway

In honor of Christine L. Gannon’s Ph.D. degree
Ms. Helena Schmitt

In honor of Dr. Jack R. Gannon’s birthday
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon

In memory of Dr. Jack R. Gannon, ‘59
Class of 1970
Mr. Rocco J. C. and Mrs. Donna L. DeVito
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Mr. Gregory J. and Mrs. Charmaine J. Hlibok
Ms. Rita A. Spencer

In memory of Mrs. D. Marlene Garcia
Class of 1973
Mr. James H. and Mrs. Glenda M. Zmijewski

In memory of Mrs. G. Arlene Gavin
Weston Shea

In memory of Buford Gilliam
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In memory of Mr. Thomas G. Gradnauer
Miss Dorothy L. Cohler

In memory of Rev. Freddie J. Green
Mrs. Carolyn H. Harper-Green

In memory of Mr. Van Greene
Ms. Ethellette W. Ennis

In memory of Mrs. Lois W. Grizzard
Mrs. Betty L. Moers

In honor of Mr. Robert J. and Mrs. Bea H. Grossman
Mr. Gary and Mrs. Cherie Aviv

In memory of Mrs. Temmie Young Grossman
Mr. Michael Abbott
Mr. Daniel H. and Mrs. Yumiko S. Egusa
Mr. Mark and Mrs. Lisa Freedman
Mr. Allan and Mrs. Frances Kalkstein
Mr. Chet and Mrs. Debbie Koenig

In memory of Mr. Richard L. Gsell, ‘71
Class of 1971

In memory of Ms. Roselaine Pearl “Starr” Hall
Mr. Phillip and Mrs. Joyce McPherson

In honor of Dr. Ida W. Hampton
Anonymous

In memory of Ms. Janne M. Harrelson
Ms. Betty J. Kuzoian

In memory of Mrs. Charles J. Harris
Dr. Elaine Gale

In memory of Mrs. Darla June Hartley-Thompson
Mr. Steven R. and Mrs. Nancy L. Thompson

In memory of Lt. Col. Champ Clark Hawkins
Mr. Bartley C. Hawkins

In honor of Mr. Albert J. Hlibok
Mr. Donald A. Galloway

In memory of Mrs. Barbara J. Holder, Class of 1974
Class of 1973
Mr. James H. and Mrs. Glenda M. Zmijewski

In honor of Dr. Susan Jacoby’s retirement
Mr. Larry V. Pearce and Ms. Catherine Valcourt-Pearce

In memory of Mr. Timothy A. Jaech
Mr. Herbert W. and Mrs. Caroline A. Larson

In memory of Mrs. Anna Jean Japour
Ms. Victoria Block
IN HONOR AND MEMORIAM

The Cohen Family, Gloria, Steven, Stacey, Dens, Sofia, Matthew and Daniela
Susan Anne Duda
Nancy Friedlander Hosken
Mr. Steve and Mrs. Rosemary Langer
Susan Roberts
Mr. Dave and Mrs. Ellen Stafman
Mr. Edward and Mrs. Joanne Toupin
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wernick

In honor of Mr. Benjamin O. Jarashow
Ms. Lorraine R. Danza

In honor of Mr. Erik Jensen
Anonymous

In honor of Mr. Franklin R. Jones, Jr.
Mr. Joel M. Silberstein

In memory of Jeannette Kanter
Ms. Rebecca Kanter

In memory of Charlotte Karrass
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In memory of Mrs. Janis Ellen Kasparian
Elaine Elliot
Mr. Larry and Mrs. Pat Flores
Dr. Armen Kasparian
David N. Taft

In memory of Ms. Blakely Russell Kay’s anniversary of her birth
Mr. Lance Goldberg

In memory of Mrs. Colleen A. Giansanti Kazragis
Class of 1974

In memory of Dr. William M. Kemp, Sr.
Class of 1971

In honor of The Burk Family
Colleen Kessenich

In honor of Nick Kiego
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In honor of Constance Yvonne Kever
Mr. Gabriel Saucedo-Romero

In memory of Ms. Wanda C. Klein
Tom Caledris
Mr. Mark and Mrs. Anne Durket
Mr. Larry and Mrs. Ronda Hiller
Mr. Douglas and Mrs. Karen Klein
Ms. Sally A. Zwicker

In memory of Ms. Marjorie J. Kordell
Mr. Clark A. and Mrs. Rosalee B. Connor

In memory of Mr. Walter J. & Mrs. Adele J. Krug
Judge Warren J. and Mrs. Mary M. Krug

In honor of Ms. Kay H. Lam’s 80th birthday
Connie Ho
Mr. Beng H. Lam
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson

In memory of Ms. Kay H. Lam
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner
Connie Ho
Mrs. Kathleen D. Jones
Dr. Michael A. and Mrs. Susan B. Karchmer
Ms. Enmin Lam
Dr. Frederick R. and Mrs. Poh-Pin L. Mangrubang
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson
Mr. Steve W. and Mrs. Brenda Rawlings
Ms. Anita K. Rice
Wong K. Siu and Suzie Fung
Mr. Mark C. and Mrs. Anni T. Tao

In memory of Ms. Victoria J. LeBlanc
Helen Marie Chisholm
Ms. Mary Lou Lauren
Ms. Claire LeBlanc
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson
Dr. David W. Pancost and Dr. Paige E. Franklin
Mr. Thomas E. and Mrs. Heather M. Withrow

In honor of Ms. Yudan Liu
Dr. Jason Raines

In honor of Lawrence, Antoinette, and Vincent Lodato
Dr. Ronna Lodato

In honor of Ms. Cathy A. Longenberger
Mr. Steven J. and Mrs. Mary L. Riskind

In memory of Dr. Richard R. Lytle
Mr. Joseph A. Vieira

In memory of Ms. Betty Mack
Mr. Mark and Mrs. Lisa Freedman

In memory of Mr. Robert Aubart Mackenzie
Mrs. Patty Little

In honor of Ms. Mala Chance Magill for Christmas Gift
Mr. Thomas S. and Mrs. Paula A. Chance

In memory of Mr. Anthony J. Magnoli, Jr.
Mr. William J. and Mrs. Elaine M. Glennon

In memory of Mr. Willis J. Mann
Ms. Annette L. Black
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner
Mr. Thomas S. and Mrs. Paula A. Chance
Mr. Thomas F. and Mrs. Laurie E. Dowling
Mr. Calvin J. and Mrs. Beverly S. Huneycutt
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
James Kaczmark
Shirley Kaczmark
Mr. Henry J. and Mrs. Barbara Kaufman
Ms. Betty J. Kuzoian
Ms. Leslie J. Zinza and Ms. Karen M. Olson
Mr. Joseph S. and Mrs. Kay Francis Rose
Ms. Pauline E. Spanbauer
IN HONOR AND MEMORIAM

Ms. Rita A. Spencer
Dr. Stephen F. and Dr. Mary T. Weiner
Mr. Roy M. and Mrs. Carolyn E. White

In honor of Dr. Anita M. Marchitelli
Mrs. Daisy Carmichael

In memory of Ms. Gloria Gibson Marshall
Mrs. Carole A. Trotter

In memory of Mr. Michael B. Marzolf
Ms. Hilary R. Aimbinder
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin
Class of 1969
Mr. Thomas F. and Mrs. Laurie E. Dowling
Mr. Edward T. and Mrs. Karen K. McKenna
Dennis Tague
Ms. Sharon D. Wilson
Mrs. Rosalyn Gannon
Mr. Larry R. Puthoff

In memory of Ruth Miriam Matos
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson

In memory of Mr. Joseph L. Mattivi
Ms. Lorraine E. Ross

In honor of Dr. Carolyn D. McCaskill
Dr. Joan L. Ehrlich
Miss Nazelie E. Elmassian
Joseph E. Fischgrund
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
Ms. Hue T. Lam
Mrs. Kaitlin M. Luna

Mr. Robert B. Weinstock and Dr. Judith L. Mounty
Mr. Maurice W. Pitt and Dr. Lisa Holden-Pitt
Ms. Danielle Puzio
Mr. Herbert and Dr. Roslyn G. Rosen

In honor of Dr. Carolyn D. McCaskill
Ms. Marilyn W. Galloway
Mr. Michael L. and Mrs. Barbara J. Mathis
Mr. Scott G. and Mrs. Deedra B. Morrison
Mr. Charles F. Theel

In honor of Dr. Carolyn McCaskill’s birthday
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson

In memory of Mr. William R. McCoy
Tyrah McDuffy

In honor of Ms. Brittini M. McIvor
Andre Williams

In memory of Dr. Kathryn P. Meadow-Orlans
Stephanie Green
Dr. Michael A. and Mrs. Susan B. Karchmer
Mrs. Judith F. Lenard

In honor of Ms. Carol Miller and Burnell Irby
Dr. Susan A. Kern

In honor of Mrs. Louise B. Miller
Mr. Mark Windham

In memory of Mrs. Louise B. Miller
Carol Russell
Mr. Stanley F. Smith

In memory of Mr. Ramesh H. Mirchandani
Ms. Helena Schmitt

In memory of Mrs. Brenda S. Mitchiner
Class of 1966
Mr. Clark A. and Mrs. Rosalee B. Connor
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In memory of Mrs. Lillian F. Mittauer
Dr. Deborah M. Blumenson

In memory of Dr. Donald F. Moores
Mr. Peter C. Badavas
Mr. Mark and Mrs. Lisa G. Moores
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson

In memory of Mr. Michael E. Murphy
Suzanne Aiello

In memory of Ms. Michael P. Meadow-Orlans
Stephanie Green
Dr. Michael A. and Mrs. Susan B. Karchmer
Mrs. Judith F. Lenard

In memory of Mr. Alexander Nobleman
Mr. James and Mrs. Nisha A. Beal
Margaret Brakebusch

Whitney Fisler
Mrs. Diane Henderson
Anonymous

In memory of Mr. Donald D. Nuernberger
Miss Nazelie E. Elmassian

In memory of Mrs. Eleanor S. Nuernberger
Miss Nazelie E. Elmassian

In memory of Mr. Robert R. Ortiz
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Ortiz

In memory of Mrs. Kellie D. Pagano
Mrs. Christi A. Mason

In honor of Dr. Sharon L. Pajka’s new book
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson

In honor of Dr. Carmen D. Pannell
Dr. Toni C. King

In memory of Mr. Wesley P. Payne, Sr.
Melanie P. King

In memory of Kevin Peacock
Vickie Nauman
Pamela Peacock and Janet Johnson
Janet K. Werner

In honor of Mr. Leonard J. Peacock’s 96th birthday
Mr. David G. Markowitz and Ms. Therese R. Pohl-Markowitz
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In memory of Mr. John C. Perry
Dr. Paul and Mrs. Kimberley A. Griffith
Mr. William R. and Mrs. Maureen K. Perry

In honor of Dr. Lawrence Pick
Mr. Jonathan W. Cetrano and Dr. Laura N. Opsahl

In memory of Jay W. Piering
Mr. Glenn Kasparian

In memory of Joel Pollick’s 80th Birthday
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In memory of Ms. Sharon Gibson Pope
Mrs. Carole A. Trotter

In memory of Mr. Philip J. Preis, E-’78
Dr. Deborah M. Blumenson
Ms. Helena Schmitt

In honor of Dr. Khadijat “Kubby” Rashid
Dr. Patricia L. Hulsebosch and Dr. Lynda R. Myers

In memory of Mrs. Viola Riccio, Class of 1939
President, St. Mary’s School for the Deaf
Mr. Charles A. Riccio

In memory of Dr. Delight Rice, Founder of the Philippine School for the Deaf
Mr. Ronald M. and Mrs. Catherine A. Hirano

In memory of Ms. Natalie Kristina Rigertas
Mr. Martin Busse
NSA Civilian Welfare Fund

In honor of Cathy Longenberger and Mary Riskind’s parents
Mr. Douglas Sisco and Ms. Cathy A. Longenberger

In honor of All DeafBlind Children
Mr. Thomas E. and Mrs. Heather M. Withrow

In memory of Carol Rosenberg
Mr. Allen L. and Mrs. Diana S. Markel

In honor of Mr. Stephen M. Ryan’s 65th birthday
Mr. William L. Bailes and Dr. Cynthia Neese Bailes

In memory of Mrs. Rebecca Rydstrom’s birthday
Ms. Elizabeth H. Goldenbaum

In memory of Mr. Neville W. & Mrs. Claire G. Samson
Mr. Thomas P. and Mrs. Olivia N. McDonough

In memory of Mr. Dominick A. Santora
Mr. Joel M. Silberstein

In memory of Ms. Mabel L. Sawhill
Mr. Frank C. Cadden and Ms. Susan C. Foulke

In memory of Ms. Jean Schneider
Jeanne Fangman

In memory of Dr. Betty J. Schuchman
Mr. Barry E. and Ms. Jean L. Bergey
Mrs. Rosalyn L. Gannon
Dr. Brian H. and Mrs. Rebecca W. Greenwald

In honor of Mr. Justin & Mrs. Debbie Shaw
Mr. Jack S. and Mrs. Sandra B. Fleishman

In memory of Mr. Arthur L. Simpson
Mr. Michael C. and Mrs. Karen K. Burton
Towson Service Foundation Endowment Fund For Education

In memory of Ms. Chanda N. Smith
Ms. Yolanda Irby-Smith
Mr. David Rupert Smith and Dr. Patricia A. Smith
Mr. Ralph J. and Mrs. Pauline M. Taylor
Mr. Thomas E. and Mrs. Heather M. Withrow

In memory of Mr. Linwood D. Smith
Mr. Le Toudjida Allara
Miss Pamela K. Baldwin

In honor of Ms. Nikkia P. Smith
Ms. Valerie Smith

In memory of Mrs. Laura J. Snyder-Gardner and Ms. Mary Ann Gardner
Ms. Debra A. Trapani and Ms. Ursula E. Schultz

In memory of Caryle Stallard
Ms. Sara R. Stallard

In memory of Sarah Steele
Mr. Irv and Mrs. Judith Gelb

In honor of Mr. Michael Stein
Dr. Jason Raines

In memory of Mrs. Alyce B. Stifter
Mr. Ken and Mrs. Rosemary A. Hadley
Mr. Bob and Mrs. Glynis Kalas
Mrs. Betty L. Moers
Mr. Samuel M and Mrs. Marjorie L. Sonnenstrahl
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Stifter

In memory of Mr. William J. Stifter
Mr. Ken and Mrs. Rosemary A. Hadley
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Stifter

In honor of Ms. Susan E. Straight
Mrs. Mary Kiss

In honor of Dr. Frank B. Sullivan
Ms. Evelyn K. Harris

In memory of Mrs. Mary Ann Swinney
Class of 1973
Mr. James H. and Mrs. Glenda M. Zmijewski

In honor of Ms. Chikako Tamaki
Mr. Peter Dale and Mrs. Helen C. Hench
IN HONOR AND MEMORIAM

In honor of Ms. Gale F. Thomas
Anonymous

In memory of Dr. Mary A. Thomann
Ms. Kathryn A. Baldridge, Mr. Craig H. and Ms. Sarah B. Doleac
Ms. Karen Goss and Dr. Katherine A. Jankowski
Ms. Betty J. Kuzoian
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson
Mr. Joseph S. and Mrs. Kay Francis

In memory of Dr. Lillian M. Tompkins
Mr. John L. Abbott and Ms. Virginia C. Borggaard
Mr. William L. Bailes and Dr. Cynthia Neese Bailes
Dr. Stephen C. Baldwin
Ms. Jane D. Bolduc
Deaf Television Foundation
Ms. Joan S. Harvey
Dr. T. Alan and Mrs. Vicki T. Hurwitz
Ms. Natalie Rae Johnson
Ms. Betty J. Kuzoian
Mr. Lloyd E. and Ms. Amy G. Lindley
Ms. Kathleen E. McCarthy
Mx. Rodney A. and Mrs. Elaine A. Navratil
Dr. Tom L. Humphries and Dr. Carol A. Padden

In memory of Dr. Lillian R. Walla
Mrs. June E. McMahon
Ms. Kathryn A. Baldridge

In memory of Dr. Martreece Watson
Dr. Kristen C. Harmon

In honor of Kimoty Shane Weber
Mr. Joseph D. and Mrs. Sue E. Weber

In honor of Ms. Lily Jacqueline Weir
Chaffin Weir Foundation

In memory of Mr. Edward & Mrs. Alma West
Capt. William and Mrs. Kathleen W. Straight

In honor of Dr. Barbara J. White
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson
Dr. Lynda Wilson

In memory of Dr. Bruce A. White
Dr. James A. and Dr. Jane F. Nickerson
Dr. Lynda Wilson

In memory of Mr. J. Sterling White, '59
Dr. Tugba Kucukkal

In memory of Regina T. Whiteside
Ms. Cynthia C. Mejia-Giudici

In memory of Alonzo Whitt
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In memory of Mr. Allen F. and Mrs. Judith Wilcox
Mr. John F. Wilcox

In honor of Mr. Charles V. Williams' 90th birthday
Mrs. Kathryn Al-Dhubaib
Kimberly B. Volante

In memory of Mr. George Williams, Jr.
Class of 1972

In memory of Roberto Wirth, Sr.
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In honor of Roberto With, Jr and Claudia's wedding
Dr. Philip and Mrs. Judith Rasmus Bravin

In honor of Ms. Pamela M. Wojcik
The Wojcik Family Charitable Trust

In memory of Mrs. Debra U. Yared
Mrs. Sandra W. Uthus

In memory of Joseph Yeh
Ms. Helena Schmitt

In memory of Mr. Orion James Yost
Rev. Candas I. Barnes
Mr. Allen L. and Mrs. Diana S. Markel
Ms. Myra S. Yanke

In honor of Dr. Robert Zadek's 95th birthday
Dr. Robert K. Schreter

In honor of Ms. Martha L. Zielinski
Mr. Robert C. Vandenbusch

In honor of Marcia Zisman's honor of GUAA Service to Others Award
Mrs. Dorothy C. Brenner